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ON THE COVER:
Activist Haukur
Hilmarsson and scenes
from his life
COVER PHOTO BY:
Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir

ABOUT THE PICTURE:
Lóa, who is best known
for her humourous
comics, worked hard
to represent some of
the many highlights
of the incredible life
and legacy of Haukur
HIlmarsson.-
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Elín Elísabet is an illustrator and cartoonist
born and raised in
Borgarnes. At the
tender age of 15, Elín
moved to Reykjavík
and hasn’t looked
back, except for the
annual springtime
impulse to move
someplace quiet
and keep chickens.
Elín likes folk music,
stationery, seal videos, the country of
Ireland, and eggs.

Hannah Jane Cohen
is based out of Iceland by way of New
York. An alumni of
Columbia University,
Hannah has lived
on five continents
and speaks three
languages fluently,
which is very impressive. Her visionary
work is known for
expanding the definitions of emotion,
introspection, and
above all else, taste.

John Rogers an
Englishman who
first joined us as
a music writer,
later graduating to
Managing Editor. A
constant traveller, a
lover of art, culture,
food and nightlife,
he edits our Best of
Reykjavík, Best of
Iceland and Iceland
Airwaves sister
publications. His first
book, “Real Life,” was
published in 2014.

Sveinbjörn Pálsson
is our Art Director.
He's responsible for
the design of the
magazine and the
cover photography.
When he's not working here, he DJs as
Terrordisco, hosts
the Funkþátturinn
radio show, or sits
at a table in a Reykjavik café, drinking
copious amounts of
coffee and thinking
about fonts.

45: KOKS In Your Face
46: Local History As Art
48: Brewing In
Breiðdalsvík

The Saviour

When the news came early this
year, that Haukur Hilmarsson
was killed in action in Syria,
probably by the Turkish army,
which is quietly mass murdering
the Kurds, it was unbelievable. I
knew Haukur a little bit. My girlfriend worked with him at the
psychiatric ward at Kleppur and
was always fond of him. I knew
him also as a journalist. I had
followed him closely through an
interesting case where he and
his friend ran onto the airstrip
at Keflavík International Airport
and stopped an airplane full of
passengers, because there was
an asylum seeker aboard that
the government had evicted
from the country in the name
of bureaucracy. For the government, it didn’t matter if the
asylum seeker had a small child
and a wife in Iceland and they
were being brutally separated by
this action.
Haukur and his friend were
found guilty for endangering
the people in the plane. And
I thought to myself, that the
verdict was morally wrong. I still

Claudia Schultz is an
organised German
currently studying
English literature
and linguistics at the
University of Iceland.
She loves writing sarcastic pieces, while
inhaling coffee. Claudia’s favourite things
to do are looking at
cute animal pictures
on Instagram and
travelling the world
with as much luggage as possible.

44: Kopar Fails

think that. Some laws are wrong.
And sometimes the government
convicts the ones that expose the
grim faces of the rulers; even in
a strong democratic country like
Iceland. If there is some honour
left in the Icelandic system, they
should overturn the verdict and
extend apologies to his family.
The asylum seeker that was
on the plane still lives in Iceland,
thanks to Haukur and his friend
who sacrificed themselves to
defy injustice.
B efor e H au k u r w en t t o
Syria, he wasvolunteering on
the beaches of Greece, helping
refugees fleeing a horrible war.
I sometimes wonder what it was
that convinced him to pick up a
rifle and fight injustice through
violence, because there was not a
violent bone in is body. I guess the
horror on the beaches of Greece
can change you in a dramatic
way. Something died inside of
our bourgeois lives, when we saw
the dramatic picture of the dead
toddler in the waters. Imagine
witnessing that cruelty every
day. Not through your computer

Colin Arnold Dalrymple is Grapevine’s
business reporter,
contributing to daily
news and print issues alike. He is also
the chairman of the
Equal Rights Youth Association, and lives in
beautiful downtown
Hafnarfjörður.

Andie Fontaine has
lived in Iceland since
1999 and has been
reporting since 2003.
They were the first
foreign-born member of the Icelandic
Parliament, in 200708, an experience
they recommend for
anyone who wants
to experience a
workplace where
colleagues work tirelessly to undermine
each other.

screen, but in real life. Perhaps
you also would pick up a rifle in
the end of the day.
Haukur changed lives. He
helped those that could not
defend themselves. And he defied
those that used their overwhelming power to inflict injustice on
innocent people while the rest of
us were too busy on the internet
or living our comfortable lives.
Haukur is our conscience of
hope and compassion. He had
the virtue that all of us should
uphold. If this society finds
some meaning in these values,
it should take down the statue
of Leif Erikson, in front of Hallgrímskirkja, and raise one of
Haukur (although he would
probably hate it) to remind us, as
a nation, and as individuals, that
once, a saviour walked among us.

You can read about Haukur
and his mother’s search for his
remains in our feature at page 19.
VG

Timothée Lambrecq
is a French freelance
photographer and
filmmaker who can
be found exploring
Iceland’s nature,
small towns and 101
music scene, or on
the dancefloor at
Berghain in Berlin.
He’s made music
videos for sóley, JFDR
and Samaris, likes
shibas and techno,
and is an avid burger
aficionado.

Lóa Hlín Hjálmtýsdóttir
is a national treasure.
One of Iceland's leading illustrators, when
she's not drawing
she's the frontwoman of Icelandic
electro-pop supergroup FM Belfast. Her
comic strip Lóabratorium appears every
issue on page eight,
and is also available
as a daily dose on her
Twitter.

Experience the amazing
Langjökull glacier from the inside
A rare, once in a lifetime opportunity
Find us:
Book your adventure online vwww.intotheglacier.is

#intotheglacier
www.intotheglacier.is
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A fish farm—an unlikely flashpoint in the news

What Are Icelanders
Talking About?
Probably the weather, but what else?
Words: Claudia Schultz Photo: Stock
Way up in the Westfjörds, someone stole a
yacht and attempted to sail it out
of national waters. The yacht was
reported missing to the police,
who in turn contacted the Icelandic Coast Guard. A deployed helicopter intercepted the yacht in
Breiðafjörður and directed it to
the nearest port, which was Rif
in Snæfellsnes. The suspect is
currently in police custody, but it is
still unknown what the motivation
behind this crime was. The only
certainty is that a brand-new yacht
was probably not the best choice of
boats to steal.
What is the minimum wage in
Iceland? Well it might soon be a
bit higher than it is at the moment.
With the minimum wage currently
sitting at 300,000 ISK, the Federation of General and Special Workers in Iceland other labour unions
have expressed support for the
fight to raise the minimum wage to
425,000 ISK. The managing director of the Confederation of Icelandic Enterprise, Halldór Benjamín
Þorbergsson, generally agrees with
the demands. Nevertheless, he also
stated that the situation needs to
be investigated before making any
promises. Anyway, it seems that
there could be a possible agreement between labour and management eventually, raising the wages.
One of Iceland’s main economic
sectors, fishing, has undergone a
major change recently. Two salmon
farming companies in the Westfjords, which were granted licenses
under the Aquaculture Act for a
17,500-ton sea farm were granted
in December 2017, had their ‘exclusivity’ revoked just ten months
later. The main reasons given by
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the Environmental and Natural
Resources Board of Appeal for
taking such an action is to prevent
issues concerning biodiversity.
However, the possession of a
permanent license is still not out of
reach. Companies receive a temporary permit, which can transition
into a permanent licences when all
the necessary requirements have
been met, according to Kristján Þór
Júlíusson, Minister of Fisheries and
Agriculture.			
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Orri Páll Dýrason by artist Megan
Boyd managed to flare up again.
The musician’s lawyer went public
with a letter to Stundin, an Icelandic bi-weekly newspaper, trying to
get an interview with Boyd banned.
However, this attempt did the
opposite of the intended. Not only
did Stundin publish the interview
anyway, but Orri’s spin on the news
cycle picked up speed. It remains to
be seen what happens next. Surely
the public is highly interested.
F i n a l l y, a c at n a m e d Pá l
Dánielsdóttir living in Fosshotel
Hellnar, located on the Snæfellsnes peninsula, is gaining internet fame. Being responsible for
mousekeeping, Pál warms the
hearts of both guests and staff. Her
Hungarian owners know about the
immense cuteness they offer to
whoever visits the hotel and therefore it seemed inevitable to give
little Pál her own staff card.
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angry, and Mayor Dagur B. Eggertsson
in a vulnerable political position.

Best laid plans

Our beleagered mayor, Dagur B. Eggertsson

Over-Budget City Project
Could Spell The End For
Reykjavík Mayor
Renovations of a single small building
exceeded budget by hundreds of millions

Words:
Andie Fontaine
Photo:
RIFF

million ISK. When all was said and done,
however, the total cost amounted to 415
million ISK, leaving many members of
Reykjavík City Council confused and

Icelandic candy is
a divisive topic. You
can find YouTube
videos of people
from around

horror and disgust
at the ubiquity of
liquorice. This is
where Lindu Buff
stands out.

the world trying
Icelandic candy for
the first time, most
of them featuring reactions of

Lindubuff

FOOD OF
ICELAND

It started innocently and mundanely
enough—an old bunker down at Reykjavík’s Nauthólsvík beach was to be renovated, with an estimated cost of 158

Lindu Buff,
mercifully,
contains
absolutely no
liquorice
whatsoever. It
makes up
for this by
answering the
age-old
question:
“How can I

eat giant dollops of
marshmallow whip
without getting my
fingers sticky?”
The answer, of
course, is to coat
those lumps of
puffed sugar paste
with a thin veneer
of milk chocolate.
You can either buy
one palm-sized
lump, individually
wrapped, or get a
box of a dozen or
so slightly smaller
ones. As for the
taste, what can
we say? If you
like marshmallow
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Historian

The bunker, a relic from Iceland’s occupation days, was fitted out with a cafeteria, with the end goal of renovating the
entire building to be a lecture hall for
the University of Reykjavík. When the
final bill came, however, it was apparent that the actual cost of renovation
went over-budget by 257 million ISK.
Initially, Dagur downplayed the
excessive costs, pointing out that the
final budget for the Mathöll at Hlemmur ended up being three times the
estimated cost. Nonetheless, People’s
Party councilperson Kolbrún Baldursdóttir called for a line item invoice to
determine where the money for the
bunker went.

Q: The origins of brennivín
and how did it become
the nation’s drink?

171 days spent
in design alone

Words: Mulan
Photo: Ásgeir Ásgeirsson

Magazine DV managed to get their
hands on some of the invoices for the
project. Amongst the costs, they found
a bill for 3,324,540 ISK just for design
work alone. This, in turn, prompted
Eyþór Arnalds, the leader of the Independence Party for Reykjavík City
Council, to tell reporters that ultimately
the responsibility falls on Dagur, and as
such it would be only natural for Dagur
to resign.
The scandal has hit the Social Democrats hard, and they have since taken a
steep fall in the polls. Logi Einarsson,
an MP for the party, told reporters that
he wasn’t surprised that the general
public has been upset by this news.
Dagur, who is currently on sick leave
due to chronic illness, has not given
any signs or indications that he is even
considering resigning. If the scandal
continues to grow, however, he may
find his position growing increasingly
tenuous.

In an effort to dispel rumours surrounding brennivín, the drink of
Iceland, we asked historian Stefán
Pálsson to clarify the origins of this
fiery schnapps:

whip, you’ll love
this stuff. But even
then you’ll probably
only manage one
of the large ones
or a couple of the
small ones at a time
before your teeth
begin to ache.

butter. We haven’t
actually ever tried
this, but if you do,
please take a video
of yourself eating
one and send it to
us, so that we may
document your
findings.

If you want to be
really creative, you
can make a s’more
sandwich with
them: put a couple
of the large ones
between two slices
of bread, smash
it flat, and then
fry the results in a
pan with plenty of

Lindu Buff is a
good choice if you
want to bring back
Icelandic candy as
a gift for someone who loathes
liquorice. And given
the sugar content,
it’ll likely last a good
long time, too. AF

When the alcohol prohibition started
in 1915, a practice known as moonshining, (illegal homemade distillation spirits) became widely practices as a way of combatting the ban
on strong liquor. After the ban was
lifted and state liquor stores opened
in 1975, the government needed to
create a drink that could overtake
the alcohol market and compete
with homemade spirits. The solution
was the state-concocted brennivín,
or “fire wine,” a cheap spirit flavoured with caraway seeds (cumin)
to achieve the liquorice-like taste
the drink is famously known for.
Manufactured using easily grown
herbs, the government worked with
cheap materials to create a readily
accessible and affordable drink that
soon overtook the market.
With time, brennivín fell out of
favour. The cheap economic incentive behind the drink backfired as
it started earning a reputation of
being the “drunkard’s drink”. In an
attempt to regain its share of the
market, the team behind brennivín
recruited an advertising agency
to rebrand their image. Minuscule
changes were made to the already
minimalistic design of the wellknown green bottle with its black
label.
Though it may not be the drink
of choice for Icelanders, brennivín
has earned a reputation for its appeal to tourists. So the next time
you pick up a brochure touting how
vikings used to drink brennivín, keep
in mind that this newly popular drink
was actually invented by a group of
bureaucrats trying to break into the
recently opened alcohol market following the alcohol prohibition.

A journey into RAUFARHÓLSHELLIR

is a

For more information and bookings:
+354 519 1616

www.thelavatunnel.is

+354 760 1000
info@thelavatunnel.is

Breathtaking
Experience

When dining in Iceland
always look for
the Icelandic Lamb Shield

LOOK FOR THE SHIELD

Our Symbol of Trust, Consistency and Quality for Genuine Icelandic Lamb Products
To l e ar n more go to icel andicl amb. is
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Icelanders: killing it at gymnastics since 2010

WHAT HAVE WE WON?

Aerials All Around!
Stick it and split it, other countries

Words:
Hannah Jane
Cohen
Photo:
Wiki Commons

So you really don’t like that
insanely expensive bagel that
you bought at the tourist
stop near Geysir and can’t
restrain yourself from
giving the cashier a
piece of your mind?
Try calling him
“skíthæll.” The
word is a weird
combination
of s h i t a n d
heel. Yes, you
read correct, the
direct translation
would be ‘shitheel.’
Sound strange, right? Well,
the cashier will probably slide over the
counter and throw some punches in
your direction. The word is from the late
1800s and nobody really knows where
the ‘heel’ suffix comes from, but people
will have a fit when that word is thrown
out there. So, don’t use that one, and be
polite to innocent people that are only
doing their job because “skíthæll” are
also rude to cashiers. VG

Skíthæll

WORD OF
THE ISSUE

How do you feel about rhinestones?
Tight ponytails? Older Russian coaches?
If you just yelled, “YES!” Well, have we—
or rather, Iceland—got the sport for you.

www.tulipop.com

Better than the Olympics

In 2010 and 2012, Iceland’s women’s
team took home gold in the European
TeamGym gymnastics championships.
This was a massive deal, as not only is
gymnastics one of the most beautiful
and brutal sports around, but Denmark

was in 4th place. That’s right Denmark.
How does that feel, you colonisers?
The championships contain three
different events: floor, trampette,
and tumbling. We assume your only
exposure to women’s gymnastics is
the Olympics, so here’s the differences between both competitions. In
TeamGym, the floor routine is a group
programme that mixes together dance,
flexibility, and tricks. Synchronisation is
very important here, so watching the
Icelandic team’s perfection is basically
like watching a horde of bendy blonde
robots—so the Stepford wives.
Trampette is a small trampoline that
you run at and do tricks on, much like
a vault. There’s two parts to this—one
is just the trampoline and the other
includes a cushiony vault. To accomplish all this, the girls run really quickly
directly after each other, so basically as
one is jumping the other is running
after them. It’s kind of stressful. The
last event, tumbling, involves a long
springy catwalk, that you run across
and do handsprings and such.
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PLAYLIST
The must-hear tracks of the issue

Solveig Matthildur
- Affliction/
Absolution
Iceland’s gothic
pop princess goes
from strength to
strength with this
AA-side release.
‘Absolution’ is a
stunning track
with a cathedrallike reverb,
filled with the
affecting intensity
of Sólveig’s
swooning voice. A
single of the year
contender. JR

Vök - Night and Day
The ever slick ‘n’
shiny pop music
of Vök gets a little
happier. Their new
single has a lazy,
hazy synth-pop
summer sound,
with one foot in the
‘80s and the other
in the ‘00s revival
of pop’s golden
decade—imagine
a Bananarama
cassette put
through Ariel Pink’s
dishwasher. JR

New clubs
Note: We’re talking about artistic
gymnastics, not rhythmic gymnastics. That means there are no ribbons
and hula hoops. Apparently, Iceland
doesn’t even have a rhythmic gymnastics team. This is, quite obviously, a travesty and we attribute the widespread
use of antidepressants to this sobering
fact. We, at the Grapevine, have decided
to sponsor our own. Please send your
applications to twistandshout@grapevine.is .

AAIIEENN - Spaces
This accomplished
modular synth
record has shades
of Battles, 90s
electronica and
hyperactive
chiptunes. It’s a
fun, ever-evolving
journey into a
colourful electronic
world. JR

LÓABORATORIUM

aYia - Slow
Having announced
their long-awaited
debut album will
be released via
Bedroom Community
on November 16th,
aYia have put out
another eerie video,
this time directed by
Alexandre Souêtre.
The track stutters
and palpitates
along over striking
scenes that conjure
a feeling of the
uncanny. JR

Jón Jónsson - Með
þér
Með þér’ is a slow
paced, cheesy
piece in which one
of the lyrics tells
the listener to go
to the store and
buy “a pick ’n’ mix
for 100 króna.”
That sums up the
mood of the song
pretty well—doing
everyday things, or
possibly sitting in
the doctor’s office,
where you have
to listen to this
dreary single. CS

Unnur Sara Sings
Gainsbourg
If you’ve ever
thought Serge
Gainsbourg’s
smooth French
chansons would
sound better in the
clipped Icelandic
accent, Unnur Sara
has fixed that for
you with this album
of eccentric Serge
covers. JR

Listen, watch & hear
more tracks:
gpv.is/play

Skólavörðustígur 43, Reykjavík
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Visit The Gentle Giants

up north in Húsavík – The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland

“Fabulous tour,
operated by
fantastically
enthusiastic staff”

“Absolutely the best
Whale watching
experience in
Iceland”

We came.
We Conquered
(Seeing Whales
that is)

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY
Akureyri

Tel. +354 464 1500 • www.gentlegiants.is • info@gentlegiants.is
HÚSAVÍK

MEMBER OF ICEWHALE – THE ICELANDIC WHALE WATCHING ASSOCIATION

Reykjavík

Húsavík

#IcelandSmites
top corner from 25 yards like a bolt of Þór’s
lightning. Evertonians have been whining
for a while about Gylfi’s 50 million pound
fee, but this early goal-of-the-seasoncontender will hopefully silence them like
so much sticky toffee. JR

Bruce cabbaged; Birkir
gallops on
Birkir Bjarnason’s Aston Villa have been
handed a new lease of life by the gods as
the club’s new board heeded warnings of
plague and pestilence by finally sacking
dour, beleaguered manager Steve Bruce.
The Villans had been on an indifferent run
of form before their clash with Preston
North End on October 2nd, when matters
took a strange turn, and a cabbage was
hurled at Bruce before kick-off. Villa went
2-0 up, had James Chester sent off, then
went 3-2 down only to equalise in stoppage
time, missing a last-gasp penalty to draw
the game. Bruce complained post-match
about being pilloried by the Villa faithful,
and was immediately sent on cabbagepatch gardening leave and relieved of
his duties. Birkir will now hopefully be
allowed out of the stable to gallop forth
freely under a new regime. GR

Smite To Kill
Official: Iceland as good as World Cup
champs, limp out of Nations League
regardless

FOOTBALL
Words:
John Rogers &
Greig
Robertsson
Illustration:
Lóa Hlín
Hjálmtýsdóttir

The Icelandic team has recently been
going through a bit of an “Empire Strikes
Back” period, with countless injuries and
the loss of a wise elder statesman leading
to some dodgy results. October, however,
felt ripe for the comeback. Will our heroes
prevail? Will someone invent a robot knee
for injured captain Aron? Is the force
strong with Gylfi? Here’s the latest news
from the sparkling heart of the Iceland’s
galaxy of smite.

Drunk ref ruins France
romp
Iceland smited World Champions France
last week in a thrilling 2-2 draw at the
Stade de Roudourou. We were only denied
a famous rout by the visibly drunk referee,
who caved to the teary-eyed home crowd
by awarding France a dubious penalty on
the 90th minute. In a highly competitive
replay of the Euro 2016 quarter final, the
Iceland team was almost at full strength,

with in-form Gylfi Sigurðsson zinging in
passes to hotshot striker Alfreð Finnbogason. But it was Birkir “Horror Hooves”
Bjarnason who opened the scoring, with
powerful old war horse Kári Árnason lashing home a second. In the 90th minute,
after an unlucky own goal made it 1-2 to
Iceland, our defenders leapt like breaching
whales as the France defenders flopped
like flapping mackerel, and the ridiculous
penalty call came. Kylian Mbappe poked
it in to equalise. The whistle went, and
France had clawed back a draw—it was
official. Iceland are as good as the World
Champions. JR

Failure to launch,
despite Alfreð rocket
With such powerful omens emerging,
it seemed that Iceland might be set to
redress the balance against Switzerland—
after a 6-0 away drubbing—in the home
leg of the UEFA Nations League. The game

Your defence is terrified,
Finnbó’s on fire
was hard-fought, with Iceland defending
well and probing the Swiss defence until
half time. In the
second half, amidst
pelting rain so cold
that it was like ice
javelins piercing
the turf, the Swiss
fumbled in a couple
of goals; Iceland
pulled one back
with a jaw-dropping
Alfreð Finnbogason
rocket. Birkir and
Gylfi hit narrowly
wide, to no avail.
Iceland have been
relegated to tier B of
this hard-to-understand new tournament, with only a “for pride” fixture
against Belgium in Brussels remaining on
November 15th. JR

Alfreð Finnbogason transcended “Arctic
Fox in the Box” status in the Nations
League by spanking one in from 30-yardsout in our boys’
valiant 2-1 defeat
against Switzerland. Alfreð had
initially received
the ball in an innocuous area and,
in the absence of
forward runners,
decided to cut out
the middleman and
arrow one straight
into the top corner.
The Augsburg
hitman has been in
scorching form in
the Bundesliga too,
notching four goals
in two appearances so far this season. In
fact, of players who have scored twice or
more in Germany, his minutes-to-goals
ratio is only bettered by Dortmund’s
super-sub freak Paco Alcácer. Such form
has not gone unnoticed and rumour has
it than France Football are seeking special
dispensation for Alfreð to be included in
this year’s Ballon d’Or. GR

“We were only
denied a famous
win by the visibly
drunk referee, who
caved to the tearyeyed home crowd
by awarding
France a dubious
penalty.”

Gylfi’s golden 50
When Keats wrote the immortal line “a
thing of beauty is a joy forever,” we’re
pretty sure he was just back from a peyote
vision quest into the future where he
witnessed Gylfi Sigurðsson’s 50th Premier
League goal. This piece of sublime perfection came against Leicester. The initial
pass was awkward, but Gylfi deftly dinked
it forward, slicing through the defence in
one slick move and arrowing it into the

BREAKFAST FROM 7
LUNCH FROM 12
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Follow our live-tweets on matchdays
on Twitter at @rvkgrapevine. Iceland
play Switzerland on October 15th at
Laugardalsvöllur, when we will Swiss
roll them into the icy fjord in a blaze
of fiery wrath.
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Alexander Elliott, project manager at RÚV

Ending
Exclusion

Iceland’s Public Broadcaster Increasing English Service
Words:
Colin Arnold
Dalrymple
Photo:
Art Bicnick

RÚV is Iceland’s public broadcasting service. Its mission is to inform,
educate and entertain everyone. It
operates several radio stations and
one television channel, all of which
are also online. Broadcasting was seen
as a public good, thus RÚV had a legal
monopoly until 1986, and it remains
one of the most used public broadcasters in the world; 95% of residents
consume it at least once a week.
RÚV is home to many culturally
important programmes, including
the annual Eurovision Song Contest,
which usually claims well over 90% of
the viewing audience on the night is
airs. It often has the rights to broadcast national sports teams and the
long-running and beloved New Year’s
eve satire show, Áramótaskaup. Its
Kastljós investigative
news program ended
Sigmundur Davíð
Gunnlaugsson’s tenure
as Prime Minister in
2016 in cooperation
with Reykjavík Media.
He used to work for
the broadcaster, but
became very critical of
it once he was in government, promptly
cutting its budget. In a fine example of
the Áramótaskaup, that decision was
made into a parody of Miley Cyrus’
“Wrecking Ball” music video.
But does the “public” in “public broadcasting” include immigrants, too?

“‘RÚV okkar allra’
(Everyone’s RÚV)
is more than just
a slogan, it is
central to RÚV.”

Who is “the public”?
The company has hired a full-time
employee dedicated to increasing and

improving services in English. This
important task falls on the dedicated
shoulders of Alexander Elliott. He is
officially the only member of staff dedicated to this effort, but he has support
throughout the company. “I have the
support of everybody in the building
and have already called on more than a
few of them for help, advice, ideas and
so forth,“ he explains.
Since Alexander joined the broadcaster, the previously sporadic and
infrequent English-language service
has become a daily online reality. The
recent episode of Kveikur, a television
exposé of abuses of immigrant labour,
was subtitled in English and Polish.
Immigrants now make up around
ten percent of the
population and many
have not learned the
local language. While
nearly all Icelanders
speak English fluently,
immigrants often feel
excluded from important parts of society,
like news and pop
culture. It is hoped
that providing more
news and entertainment will make immigrants feel like a part of
the community. Alexander noted that
“RÚV okkar allra” (Everyone’s RÚV) is
more than just a slogan, it is central to
RÚV”. He also believes including immigrants in more and important parts of
culture will have other positive effects,
as “the new service will hopefully play
a future role in helping people learn
Icelandic as well.“

Alexander’s role is to help RÚV
perform its crucial statutory duty, “to
provide everyone with at least something they enjoy or find value in. It was
an obvious gap, knowing how many
people don’t speak Icelandic, to have
services only available in Icelandic”.

The news comes first
Alexander’s position is very new and
his work is just beginning. Right now
his job is to get the news up every weekday. He told the Grapevine that he tries
to produce original content every week.
“It’s all very new still,” he says. “It
started with just news stories, but is
developing into more audio and video
as well. Translations of
the news into English
are already being done
well by Grapevine and
a handful of other
good sources, so I see
the national broadcaster’s role as being
more in the radio and
television side.”
The project has
gotten off to a modest
start, consisting
mostly of the few daily
online news articles,
but Alexander teased the possibility of
audio and video programs.
“There could be scope for some
broadcasting,” he says. “A daily news
bulletin on the radio is one thing we
have discussed as a possibility. In fact,
RÚV used to do exactly that every day
but it stopped about a decade ago.”
There was a daily morning news

“I hope there
will be many
more of
these little
milestones,
and who knows
where it will
lead to.”

bulletin on RÁS 1, but it was cancelled
due to a lack of staff who felt comfortable reading the news in English. That
was also the time of the financial crisis,
so budget cuts might have killed it
anyway.

New horizons
The project’s modest scope is only
the beginning, though. “I hope to grow
this (original programming) as the
project evolves,” he says, adding his
hope to extend the service to entertainment, which is a majority of RÚV’s
daily programming.
When asked about future prospects
of the project, Alexander is optimistic.
“RÚV’s goals will change, evolve
and remain ambitious in the very long
term,” he says. “Translating news into
English was the first milestone, creating the first original radio programme
in English (available online) was
another, subtitling a really important
news programme about the abuse of
foreign workers into both English and
Polish was another. I hope there will be
many more of these little milestones,
and who knows where it will lead to.
That’s what’s so exciting about my job!“

Don’t forget Poland
Poles are by far the largest group of
immigrants, making up about 40% of
all residents of foreign origin. Not all
Poles speak English, which puts them
at particular risk of isolation and
exploitation. Alexander was emphatic
when asked about this, “Polish is next
on the list“.
Many immigrants are not yet aware
of this new service, but like public
broadcasting the world over, money is
tight. When questioned about advertising, Alexander was blunt. The company
wanted to spread the word “as widely
as possible, as cheaply as possible” is
the honest answer. We wanted to get
a decent amount of content up before
we started promoting the service. Now
we are at that point, yes, we are looking at things like radio ads and social
media. And let’s not forget the power
of word-of-mouth among the international community here in Iceland.”
You heard the man, tell your friends!

SAVE MONEY IN ICELAND

Get the leading Coupons App
in Iceland with more than
100 coupons available to use
every single day!

www.coupons.is
facebook.com/icelandiccoupons
Instagram: #icelandiccoupons
twitter.com/icelandiccoupon

More than 70 different companies: 2 for 1 Super Deals • Restaurants • Bars • Cafés • Entertainment • Shopping
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“The crisis
consumed
everything.”

Valgerður, Shop worker

Flared up faces

The Faces Of The
Financial Crisis

not many debts, but the crisis took a
toll on the effect of spending power.”
This in turn had a negative impact on
everyone. People no longer trust the
banks, Margrét reveals. “House loans,
car loans, all loans greatly increased
and people are very careful now.” M

Ten years after the big crash

Words:
Claudia Schultz &
Mulan
Photos:
Art Bicnick

2018 marks the tenth anniversary of
Iceland’s devastating financial crisis.
The beginning of the end can be
traced back to events that unfolded
in 2007, when the internal dealings
and questionable loaning practices
of Icelandic banks put foreign investors on edge. With a sudden decline
in trust of Icelandic banks, the króna
sharply depreciated in 2008. Consequently, households debt skyrocketed
to the equivalent to 213% of disposable income. A combination of factors
increased the difficulties for banks in
overturning their short-term debt,
and with the Central Bank of Iceland
unable to act as lender of last resort,
the banking system collapsed. What
ultimately followed was a downward
economic spiral that resulted in the
financial crisis, arguably the worst in
Europe. The resulting capital controls
imposed in November 2008, a measure
meant to gain control over the country’s financial situation, were finally
lifted on March 14th, 2017.
Beyond the statistics, there are real
people who were struck by the collapse,
their lives changing overnight. When
queried in the street, many people
politely refuse to answer our questions, with a quiet shake of the head or
a joke to divert the conversation.
However, those who were willing—
some even eager—to share their
stories paint a vivid picture of the
financial crisis and its lasting impact
ten years on.		

Oliver, Student

The first person to speak with us is a
young man typing on his phone when
we approach him. Was he personally affected? “I was young when it
happened,” Oliver reveals. Still being
financially dependent on his parents,
he was not personally affected by the
collapse of the banks. However, he tells
us that he saw that “a lot of friends and
their parents lost money.”
As a result, Oliver tells us, people
began “changing their way of budgeting and thinking about how they spend
their money. It seems that people are
using more of their own money now
rather than loans, which were very
common back then, with people using
money they didn’t have, like credit. It
was common for people to heavily rely
on banks, although they are more sceptical now and are more careful about
how they spend their money”. M

Margrét, Pharmacist

“Careful” quickly becomes a keyword
in our conversations. People are careful when engaging with our questions,
careful when choosing their words and
use the word “carefully” when describing their approach to their finances.
“People are very careful,” Margrét and
her colleague explain from behind
the pristine white counter of a pharmacy. “Before the crisis, there were

A crisis like this can affect people’s
lives dramatically. Valgerður remembers every minute of the events ten
years ago. “When the economy crashed
in 2008, banks told many people that
their pending loan payments will be
frozen to not affect people’s liquidity.
However, this promise didn’t last long.”
Soon, Valgerður and her husband were
confronted with high interests and
very much unfrozen loans. Eventually, the family couldn’t keep up with
payments of 600,000 ISK a month and
the bank decided to sell the apartment
that they fought so hard for. Valgerður
explained that “there were a few guys
in Iceland, standing on your steps,
knowing you will lose your apartment,
and then buy it.” Both herself and her
husband had to work long hours to get
back to where they are now. Proudly
she also mentioned, that their son
was one of their greatest financial
supporters. Other than money problems, such a crisis impacts a person’s
mental health and stress levels. “You
know, there is gonna be another crisis
again,” Valgerður said without even
waiting for the question being asked.
In her eyes, “the same people occupy
the same positions and powers as ten
years ago while living their own luxurious life are the main reasons.” CS

Hildur, Flower shop owner

Small business owners depend on
a stable customer base. Economic
crashes are a prime destabilizer. Hildur
though, did not notice a great personal
impact of the financial crisis. But
one thing she made very clear is “the
crisis consumed everything.” Since
human beings don’t seem to be capable
of evolving, the question of whether
people seem to have learned anything
at all from the events ten years ago
brings a smirk to Hildur’s face. “Maybe
for a couple of years.” What a nice way
to say ‘no’. Apparently, “the crisis had
positive sides as well though. More
babies in 2009 for example." What a
nice present to the government. No
worries, parents later struggled to find
day care for them. More people sought
higher education, trying to make the
best out of the frustrating situation.
So, is there a possibility for another
crisis? Yes, “money thinking is back”
said Hildur instantly. People are being
warned, but again humans don’t learn.
CS

“There are a few
guys in Iceland,
standing on your
steps, knowing
you will lose your
apartment, and
then buy it.”

Hjördis, Bookkeeper

Hjördis leans over the glass tabletop
at Pandora, hands folded before they
gracefully fly into a furry of explanation. “In the beginning, nobody was
was travelling abroad, nobody was
spending anything. Now everything is
the same as before, and that’s not good.
Young people did not learn anything
from the first crisis. But maybe people
like me, who lived through the crisis,
are not spending as much money today
as I did before." Unlike others we talked
with, Hjördis discloses that, as a bookkeeper, she has “always trusted the
bank.”

In conclusion
Ten years have passed since Iceland’s
financial collapse and it becomes obvious that people have different opinions on the topic of the financial crisis.
Some were more affected by it than
others. Whether there will be another
crisis is speculative. Financial specialists aren’t indicating that one is on the
way, but the certainty of the people we
spoke with about another collapse on
the horizon speaks to the long lasting
anxiety of the population, no matter
the degree to which each individual
was affected by the financial crisis.”
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yourself more. Positivity is key. Namaste!
5. “If you like pina coladas…”

Drink them.

6. Go for walks

Get your butt out of the house! The couch
will still be there when you come home.
There is no nicer country for walks than
Iceland. Feel the cold air in your face,
throw snowballs at strangers, and then
get your heart rate up running away if
they chase you. And don’t worry, you
don’t have to walk for hours—just make
sure that you increase your oxygen intake
and you’ll start feeling more energetic.
7. Use irony

Try to be very serious and bitter in the
winter months, because dark days need
exactly that. Just kidding—please try
to take things easy, and with a certain
degree of irony. No one will pick on you
for having a bad day, but having a smile
on your face goes a long way. Other
people will like you more, because you
are a friendly human. If they like you,
they will be nicer to you, and as a result
you’ll feel better. Unless you like being
disliked. In which case return to stage 5.
8. Coffee

Not sure why coffee is even on the list.
It’s pretty self-explanatory. Drink coffee,
drink more coffee, take a bath in coffee,
grow your own coffee, be coffee.

Just chill... and relax!

How To
Survive An
Icelandic Winter
Ten useful steps to not go crazy

Words:
Claudia Schultz
Photo:
Art Bicnick

Icelandic winters can be hard and long.
It’s good to prepare, because winter is
coming and with it lethargy, melancholy
and a lot of irony. Let’s face it, it’ll be
cold, rainy and depressing, so there’s
no point in making life harder than it is
already. Step in front of the mirror, smile
at yourself for the day ahead (or laugh at
yourself if you feel on edge) and off you
go. It worked for the Evil Queen in Snow
White. Conquer the world by sharing
your positive and not-at-all-annoyed self
with whoever happens to be there.
1. Take your vitamins

Vitamins are life savers. You’ve probably
heard it before like a hundred times, but
human beings only learn by constant
repetition and sometimes you just gotta

tell someone for the thousandth time.
You won’t see the sun very often, which
means that your body will crave Vitamin D. Set an alarm and pop those pills.
Also, take your omega-3. It might seem
strange to take a shot of cod liver oil daily
but, oh well, you’re in Iceland now, get
used to it.
2. Use daylight lamps

Yes, it’s dark during the winter. No,
you cannot change that. What you can
change is how you lighten up your day.
Every electronics store has these lamps
in stock, and they work wonders. Not
only do you get to see (simulated) light
for once, but daylight lamps help your
biorhythm and get your motivation
going. Don’t expect a miracle—it will

still suck getting up in the morning.
3. Exercise

Who doesn’t like exercising? You? Well,
it’s time to face the fact that nothing
comes from nothing. Put on your sweatpants and (I know
what you’re hoping to
hear) DON’T sit down
on the couch. Not sure
how to exercise? Let’s
take it step by step.
First, go online. Now
search for “exercise
[insert any area of
your body that you’d
like to improve].”
Check? Perfect, now
just follow through.
Exercise will release
endorphins, wake you
up, and—fun fact—
prepare you for that
summer body that
you didn’t know you
wanted.

9. Be good to yourself

So what if you gain some weight. Let’s
just call it... winter padding. Be good to
yourself, treat yourself, be nice to yourself. Candy, pizza and burgers are waiting for you and are silently screaming
your name. Well, don’t let them wait.
Happiness goes a long
way, especially in the
harshness of an island
in the middle of the
North Atlantic. No
point making it harder
by starting diets or
forbidding yourself
from enjoying the
little things. But hey,
balance is key!

“Exercise will
release endorphins, wake you
up, and—fun
fact—prepare
you for that
summer body
that you didn’t
know you
wanted.”

4. Bring out that inner yogi

Yeah, yoga is awesome. No, yoga isn’t
just some spiritual BS. Try it, it might
surprise you. It’s as relaxing as a nap, but
releases more stress and anxiety. Breathing exercises, dogs, cows, and other
animals will be your constant companion and eventually make you appreciate

10. Give yourself
something to look
forward to

Be it that new movie
you’ve been waiting
forever for or just that
Facebook event you
are interested in, but
don’t actually plan
on attending. Well, step up your game!
Make plans and stick to them. Use this
time to develop yourself, to get to know
new things. Looking forward to something goes a long way. We all know that
the best parties are the ones you actually
never wanted to go to in the first place.
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E A R LY B I R D
C AT C H E S
After her time in Iceland, Naomi
arrives early at the airport so she
can enjoy her last hours there
before continuing her journey.

MORE TIME
FOR SHOPPING
To remember her time in Iceland,
she brings back home unique
souvenirs that she bought
at the airport.

GIVE YOURSELF
MORE TIME TO SHOP

W W W. K E F A I R P O R T . I S

Arrive early at Keflavík Airport and we will greet you with open arms.
Check in up to 2 ½ hours before your flight so you can have a lovely last
Icelandic experience. We offer unlimited free Wi-Fi, many charging
stations and a range of shops and restaurants so you can embrace the
last drops of Icelandic taste and feel — and of course Tax and Duty Free.
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The Peacemaker:

Uncovering The Legacy And
Fate of Haukur Hilmarsson

Photo by Sunneva Weishappel
Photo by Borghildur
Hauksdóttir

It may be hard to believe now, but
there was a time when Icelanders
adamantly believed that protesting
was just not something they do. Sure,
there were riots when Parliament
voted to join NATO in 1949, but apart
from that, the running narrative was
that Icelanders don’t protest.
That began to change in the middle
of the first decade of this century,
when the Icelandic government gave
the green light for the Kárahnjúkar
dam project, which flooded a large
swath of the Highlands, Europe’s last
great wilderness. It was then that a few
Icelanders began to experiment not
only with protesting, but with direct
action. The practice was so alien to
Icelandic authorities that they began
floating rumours that foreign “professional protesters” were behind most of
what the protesters were doing.
One of these Kárahnjúkar protesters, most of whom were organised
into a group called Saving Iceland,
included Haukur Hilmarsson, then
just 17-years-old. Haukur did not need
coaxing from foreign protesters—as
his mother, Eva Hauksdóttir, told
us, Haukur was born with an innate
sense of justice. That passion for
standing up for the oppressed would
end up having him to fighting for the
rights of refugees in Iceland, taking
an active (and iconic) role in the 20082009 protests, and ultimately all the
way to Syria where, fighting alongside
the International Freedom Brigade,
he would pay for his quest for justice
with his life. He was 31 years old.
But that was last March. Since then,
Haukur’s remains have yet to be repatriated, despite repeated pleas from
Eva and pressure placed on Icelandic
authorities by her and other family
and friends of Haukur. She has been
stonewalled by the Icelandic government at every turn, even as Haukur’s

case made international headlines.
So who was Haukur Hilmarsson?
What is, or should be, his legacy? And
why exactly are the whereabouts of
his remains still largely unknown?

THE MEDIATOR

He just wasn't controlled by fear.”
Which is not to say that Haukur
had a chip on his shoulder. He also
had a strong sense of diplomacy,
especially towards people who simply
didn’t know any better. “When he
grew older, he developed this attitude that when you have a conflict
with someone, and they're saying
some nonsense and are misinformed,
but they show that they're willing to
consider what you're saying, then
you should always let them have a
chance to step out with dignity,” Eva
recounts. “He wasn't just a fighter; he
was a mediator, and I think that's an
important aspect of his character.”

"When Haukur was a child, he was very
obedient to his parents and teachers,
but he always defended people who he
felt had been treated unjustly,” remembers Eva. “As he grew older, he became
more rebellious towards authorities;
questioning the law and the police,
and I was a bit surprised because he'd
always been such a good child. When
I asked him about this he said it's very
different being under the authority of
someone who cares for you, or if you're
under the command of some imper- His willingness to confront abusive
sonal state or system with no personal power, even when scared, showed in
connection to you. I think most of what his participation in the Kárahnjúkar
Haukur has been doing since he was protests, when he was barely 18 years
a teenager can be seen in light of the old. This was his first act of protest
distinction he made between personal (that we know of) where getting
authority and the state or some other arrested was a real possibility.
impersonal authority."
“I wasn't expecting that,” Eva says. “I
This personal philosophy was was worried about him, but he always
arguably formed when he was still in explained to me why he was willing to
kindergarten, and Eva offers one tell- take these risks. It wasn't because he
ing aspect of young Haukur’s charac- wanted to pick a fight with the police.
ter that would be the hallmark of his There were principles and visions that
actions for the rest of his life.
he was ready to take risks for.”
“When he was in kindergarten, he
As a testament to his respect for
got a written assessment from his legitimate authority, when he was
teacher who said that Haukur was the eventually arrested for his participamediator in the class; that he was the tion in the Kárahnjúkar protests, the
most peaceful of all these children first thing he did was ask the police to
and always wanted to take everyone's call his mom.
interests into account,” she says.
“He always stood up for justice, and
if someone was being harassed or
bullied, he would always be the one to
stand up for them. Even if he was very News stories about refugees and
Words:
Andie
afraid of the bullies. I think
this
is Fontaine
asylum seekers in Iceland are
important. Haukur was not fearless. frequently reported now, but just ten

SAVING ICELAND

THE PAUL RAMSES INCIDENT
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why direct action was necessary. I
agreed with him even if I haven't done
a lot of these things myself. I think
direct action is very important. Something being illegal doesn't necessarily
mean that it's wrong.”

HOISTING THE BÓNUS FLAG

Photo by Benjamin Julian

Photo by Lárus Páll Birgisson
years ago, few Icelanders had much
understanding of what asylum seekers are put through. As has so often
been the case, Haukur was ahead of his
time in that respect, too, especially in
regards to one case in particular: that
of Paul Ramses Oduor, who fled Kenya
in 2008 with his wife Rosemary due to
political persecution he was facing in
his home country. In Iceland, they had

a child together, but Icelandic authorities decided that we would be deported
to Italy, separating him from his wife
and child. The case touched Haukur
deeply, and prompted him to take
direct action.
“It was not until 2008 that we
became aware that there were refugees
in Iceland,” Eva says. “We never really
thought that there were asylum seek-

“I really hope Haukur won't be remembered for
only [fighting in Syria] because there are so
many other things that he had done before.”
ers who were being kept like animals
for months or even years. We became
aware of this when Paul Ramses' lawyer
talked about his case on TV. Haukur
called me in the middle of the night,
saying there was a refugee being taken
away from his family to be deported,
and we needed to do something about
it. And I said, ‘Yes, of course, let's talk
about it in the morning' but he said,
'No, we must do something now.’”
That ‘something’ was Haukur,
along with friend Jason Thomas Slade,
running out onto the tarmac to stop
the plane that was to take Paul to Italy.
The action became a top news story,
and prompted other activists to join
the effort to bring Paul back home.
Months later, Paul returned for good.
His family are now Icelandic citizens,
and Paul has credited Haukur and
Jason with saving his life.
For Eva’s part, she felt a mother’s
pride. “I was, of course, worried that
he'd get hurt or arrested,” she says. “But
I agreed with him that this was very
important and something needed to be
done. I was proud of him, even if I was
worried, but most of all I understood

When, in the wake of Iceland’s financial collapse in 2008, anti-government protests began to take off,
Haukur was a part of that, too. While
he participated in many ways, there is
one moment in November of that year
that most Icelanders remember him
for: climbing onto the roof of Parliament and hoisting the flag of Bónus,
a supermarket giant owned at the
time by an Icelandic billionaire. The
image of Haukur on the roof of Parliament standing next to the Bónus flag
became emblematic of how many
Icelanders regarded the government
as hopelessly corrupted by business
interests. It took Eva completely by
surprise.
“I actually didn't see him raise the
flag,” she says. “Haukur never told me
what he was up to unless I was a part
of it. He was very secretive about his
actions, and always said he wouldn't
tell anyone who didn't need to know
about his actions in advance. In this
case, I was just at work and had no idea
he was going to do this.”
At the time, Eva was working at
her downtown shop, Nornabúðin.
“Suddenly he came running in to the
store, and went into the back area.
He said: ‘I’m going to take a shower.
Let me know if the police come here.’
Then he waited there for half an
hour. He knew that the police could
come into the shop, but they couldn't
come into my private space without a
search warrant. So he wanted to buy a
little time to talk to us before he was
arrested, which he expected would
happen.”
But the police didn't arrest him
then. They waited six days, until the
night before the next demonstration,
to arrest him—an event which in itself
sparked protests at the police station
holding him. Even so, Haukur never
saw this act of protest as remarkably
significant.
“Haukur just thought it was funny
and symbolic,” Eva says. “He felt that
demonstrations like these were important, just because it's so easy to show
people what one person can do. If one
person can change the appearance of a
building, then what could a thousand
people do? What could ten thousand
people do? He never thought of that
action as one of the most significant
of all the things he had done over the
years. He was far more concerned with
the work he did with refugees than this
Bónus flag demonstration.”

THE DISAPPEARANCE
Haukur remained politically active even
after the anti-government protests
came and went, getting involved with
everything from union organising to
continued advocacy for refugees and
asylum seekers with the founding of
No Borders Iceland, but he was largely
out of the public eye. That is, until
last March, when it was reported that
Haukur had not only gone to Syria to
join forces with the International Freedom Battalion, but had also been killed
in Afrin, under heavy fire from Turkish
forces.
This
news
blindsided
Eva
completely—she hadn’t heard from
him in weeks, but knew that he hasdgone to Syria.
‘The last time I talked to him was on
Skype, in midsummer 2017, while he
was in Greece,” she recalls. “After that,
we only had email contact for a while.
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I did not know what he was up to. I
was on summer holiday, and I wasn't
surprised at first that we weren't talking every day. But then weeks passed.
I was surprised that I wasn't hearing
from him and he wasn't replying to
my emails.” She began to worry, and
started asking his friends if they heard
from him. “When we hadn't heard from
him for six weeks, we found out that he
had actually gone to Syria, in July 2017.
He didn't tell me about it, because he
didn't want us to worry and he thought
if he told me in advance that I would
stop him.”
Already beside herself with worry,
the news of his death would reach her
not from Icelandic authorities, but
through social media.
“I only learned he was missing
in action through social media, last
March,” she says. “I hadn't heard from
him in weeks at that time and had
started to get very worried because I
knew that Afrin had been attacked.
We thought that he was on his way
back already—when a journalist
called Haukur's father about the news,
his first reaction was to correct the
reporter that Haukur was in Greece.
We thought he was on his way home.
I had several messages in my inbox
on Facebook, from people asking what
happened. I started trying to find out
what they were talking about, but then
a friend called telling me that there was
some serious news. While he was telling me this news, I saw the post from
the International Freedom Battalion
(IFB), and my first reaction was denial,
but only for a few seconds. Then we
realised this must be true: these were
his pictures, his date of birth."

BRINGING HIM HOME,
OR TRYING ANYWAY
As a parent, Eva naturally wanted to
bring his remains back to Iceland.
That task would end up being a lot
more complicated than initially anticipated—so complicated, in fact, that
Haukur has yet to be repatriated.
“The first thing I did, of course, was
to try to find out what had happened.
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Journalists in Syria got me in touch
with the IFB, but in Turkish media
there were all these reports that his
body would be repatriated. I expected
that his body would be sent to Iceland,
and when I talked to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, my question wasn't
'if' I would get his body, but ‘how.’ I just
wanted his death to be confirmed. I
asked the Ministry to be in touch with
Turkish authorities to identify his
body. That hasn't happened yet. I don't
know if the Turkish government has
his body or just left it to rot.”
Eva continues: “The Icelandic
government says they're doing everything in their power, but 'everything in
their power' obviously does not include
asking the Turkish authorities what
happened to the bodies of those who
were killed. I really don't know what
they have done. Every time I've asked
them, they've told me that this is not
possible, that this is not how things are
done. It's possible they've asked this
question, but then why not just tell me?
I don't understand why they can't just
ask them.”

A MADDENING PROCESS
The process that would unfold since
then, which is still ongoing to this
day,Photo:
is one???
in which Icelandic authorities insist they are doing everything
they can, but demonstrate an incredible amount of deference to Turkish
authorities while not offering Eva
much by way of pertinent information.
“They say the Turkish authorities
have confirmed that Haukur is dead,”
she says. “How can they confirm he's
dead if they don't have the body? I think
it's strange. It's been seven months
now, and Turkey still hasn't responded
as to how they know that Haukur
is dead. Why doesn't the Icelandic
government do something more than
just email them? Why don't they ask
NATO for assistance, or the UN, or the
European parliament? Why do they not
ask for help if they can't do anything
more themselves? It's Iceland's right
to know what has happened to Icelandic citizens. I don't really see the
Icelandic government doing anything
significant. They've just been emailing embassies. What are the embassies
supposed to do? The Icelandic government is just doing a lot of things that
are not likely to yield any results.”

PUBLIC SUPPORT
If there is any silver lining in this, it’s
the level of public support Eva has been
getting.
“I think most people understand
how we are feeling,” she says. “There
are so many people in Iceland who
have been through the experience that
someone they love is missing and the
body isn't found, or know someone
who has been through this. The only
people who seem to not understand
what we're going through are the
authorities.”
One of the more common contentions that has been raised to explain
the Icelandic government’s lackadaisical attitude about Haukur’s disappearance is that, as a constant thorn in the
side of Icelandic authorities, they are
more than happy to be rid of him. Eva
rejects this theory outright, attributing how the Icelandic government has
responded to more mundane elements.
“I’ve wondered about this myself,
but I don’t think this is the case. I think
they are just incompetent and lack
experience and understanding,” she
says. “I don't think the inaction has
anything to do with him being rebellious. I think they would not behave any
better if he was an unknown person.
Maybe they would have tried a course
of action that's more efficient if he was
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related to someone in the government.
I think the Icelandic government sees
the Turkish government as allies, in
some way, both being in NATO, and the
Icelandic government has been doing
some business with Turkey. I think it
has more to do with that. I don't think
they hate Haukur; I think they just
don't care about him, just as they would
not care about someone they had never
heard of. They lack competence and the
will to do something about.”
Even in her time of confusion and
grief, Eva sees her situation as being
symptomatic of a larger problem.
“This is not the only time that
someone has gone missing and it
seems that the police are not really
investigating,” she says. “Of course, the
Icelandic police don’t have jurisdiction
in Turkey, but they do have an obligation to Haukur and me and his family
as Icelandic citizens. So even though
they can't investigate this as though it

information about what they have been
doing. So when I find out what they
have been doing, then I can decide what
I'm going to do next—if I'm going to
travel to Turkey to find out for myself,
which I don't think is a good idea, but
maybe that'll be the only option. Maybe
I can initiate legal proceedings to get
the state to acknowledge my right to
information. But first I must know
what they have been trying to do.”

had happened in Iceland, they are still
obliged to get answers and do something efficient about it. The police
are either not skilled for such investigations or they don't consider them
important. They do good work if it has
something to do with drugs or protests,
but in too many occasions where citizens are under some kind of threat, like
physical assault, it seems that they are
not really ambitious."

“I really wish that people who want
to fight for justice and are compassionate towards oppressed groups would
find some other way than joining an
armed resistance movement,” she says.
“I really hope Haukur won't be remembered for only that, because there are
so many other things that he had done
before. I hope that people who admire
Haukur look to these things.”
Anyone who knew Haukur and has
been following this story since his
reported death has likely asked themselves: what would Haukur think of all
this? Eva believes, if her situation and

REMEMBER HAUKUR’S
REAL LEGACY
Praise has certainly been heaped on
Haukur’s memory since his death,
from people around the world, who
know him solely as yet another foreign
fighter to be felled defending the Kurds
against the Turks. Eva would rather
not see him remembered this way.

his were reversed, that Haukur would
probably go much further.
“Haukur didn't want the authorities to search for him,” she says. “He
didn't want to have anything to do
with them. Of course, he doesn't have a
choice now; it's my right to know what
happened to him. Haukur thought that
even if he didn't want to have anything
to do with authorities, the state is a fact
that we have to contend with. Since we
don't have any other choices, we are
forced to pay taxes to the state, we are
forced to follow the law of the state
even if we didn't support this law or
didn’t vote for the parties who created
it. Because we have no choice but to
respect the state. But the state also
has obligations. He made this clear in
many instances, especially regarding
cultural and economic rights. I think
that if he was in my shoes, he would
be very angry at the government for
not doing anything because as citizens,

“When he was in kindergarten, he got a written assessment from
his teacher, who said that Haukur was the mediator in the class;
that he was the most peaceful of all these children and always
wanted to take everyone's interests into account.”

WHAT NOW?
On September 28, the Ruling Committee of Information Matters concluded
that there are several documents that
Eva is entitled to, but the Foreign
Ministry has yet to hand them over.
Rather, the Ministry has said that
when they are done processing
another information request that she
filed, then they will take the committee's conclusion into consideration.
Further, the Parliamentary Ombudsman has three times now asked the
Foreign Ministry for a progress report.
The Ministry only replied early in
October, saying they are just about to
do something about it.
The whole process has left Eva
feeling as though she is spinning her
wheels.
“I don't really feel as though I can
take any steps,” she says. “What I have
been trying for months is to get exact

we don't just have obligations, we have
rights. I think if I was the one who was
lost, and he was the one dealing with
the government, he would have done
something far more significant than
just raising the Turkish flag on top of
the government offices like his brother
did last June, or to write some blog
posts about it like I've done. I think he
would have found some other way to
get his message through.”
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Libiamo Ne'Lieti Calici Pt. 2
Reykjavík Opera Days: Free Play
Oct. 30th - 16:00,18:00 - Hafnarhús
- Free!
Remember back then, when you
were sick, nursing your
Tuberculosis while flirting with a
potential love interest at a party in
your salon? No? Well no worries, it’s
the Reykjavík Opera Days, and Free
Play will take a new turn on ‘La
Traviata.’ Sveinbjörn Thorarensen’s
electronic sounds and modern
soundscapes combined with
soprano Hrafnhildur Árnadóttir
Hafstað’s powerful voice take
Verdi’s classic opera and pimp the
hell out of it. CS

Words:
Phil Uwe
Widiger
Photo:
Art Bicnick
Melanie Ubaldo, shredding

Double Standard
Info
Cycle Music and
Art Festival will
be held October
25-28th in various
venues. Attend the
pre-party at The
Marshall House on
October 19th, and
find more info at
www.cycle.is.

Ooky Spooky Shit
Halloween Iceland 2018

Melanie is a Filipino-born artist that has
lived in Iceland for 13 years, or exactly one

half of her life. The fine arts graduate has
exhibited her works at Kling & Bang and
at the Cycle Festival in Berlin earlier this
year, and will also be exhibiting a new
art piece at this year’s edition.
“I do these massive paintings,” she
says. “They are stitched together pieces
of canvas—almost like a quilt; like your
grandma would make. Then on top of
that I put autobiographical texts, which
are statements that people have said
about me.”
The statements, such as “What are
you doing in Iceland with your face?” or
“Is there any Icelander working here?”
expose the “ambient level of white racism” that immigrants in Iceland often
face in their daily lives.
“There is this double standard,” Melanie explains. “As long as you're a tourist, you're welcome here, because you’re
bringing in money. But if you work here
and live here as an immigrant, you're

ELECTRIC
DREAMS

Info:
Follow Plútó’s
Soundcloud
for regular
contributions and
mixes by Tryggvi:
www.soundcloud.
com/plutvarp. His
personal page
features his latest
experiments and
upcoming music
projects: www.
soundcloud.com/
hlynun.

The Ether Speaks
GYDA ‘Evolution’ Release Show
Oct. 25th - 20:00 - Iðnó - 2,900 ISK
Gyða Valtýsdóttir, who initially
rose to prominence as a member
of múm, reemerges from a long
period of musical incubation with
her GYDA solo project. Her album,
‘Evolution,’ is a thoughtful collection
that brings together Gyða’s delicate
compositions written over a period
of years, then intuitively recorded
in just twenty days. The results
are a spellbinding form of hypersensitive, ethereal musical poetry;
the release show is a must-see. JR

In the age of globalisation, the concepts
of nation and nationality become increasingly challenged. With immigration to Iceland on the rise, the country is
facing a new fundamental change to its
society, just 100 years after the declaration of its sovereignty.
This year’s theme of the Cycle Music
and Art Festival is “Inclusive Nation,”
which deals with questions such as the
heritage of Danish colonialism, national
identity, and the role of whiteness in
the Nordic countries. On October 25,
it will also inaugurate the “Inclusively
Exclusive” exhibition at the Gerðarsafn
Art Museum, which will include Melanie
Ubaldo’s new art piece.

Ambient level of white
racism

Oct. 27th - 21:00 - Gaukurinn 2,000 ISK
Gaukurinn’s annual Halloween party
is a Reykjavík institution, drawing all
the dark ghouls of Reykjavík from
their caverns, cages and comas. But
listen here: No costume, no entry.
And that means no shitty costumes
like dressing completely normal
and calling yourself a "serial killer."
That's stupid. Stop by early for a
free beer, and make sure to arrive
by midnight for the costume
contest. If you’re an immortal
vampire, you’ll keep the bragging
rights forever. HJC

“Inclusive Nation” is the Cycle Music and
Art Festival’s theme of 2018

Hlýnun Jarðar
Warms Up

Icelandic DJ expands his horizon in Sweden,
respects his roots and looks towards the future
Words:
Alexander Jean
de Fontenay
Photo:
Tryggvi Þór
Pálsson

Tryggvi Þór Pálsson is a member of
Reykjavík’s own very productive and
skillful DJ crew Plútó, appearing under DJ moniker Hlýnun Jarðar (Global
warming). He also dabbles in music
production as Ceqi. Tryggvi’s DJ sets
are bassy, full of mysterious dialogue
samples and, most-importantly, fun,
unexpected and dancey.
Music has long had a special place

in Tryggvi’s world. “When I was thirteen, I discovered underground music
thanks to various radio shows, like
Skýjum ofar, which was my biggest
influence,” Tryggvi says. “From there
I learned about Þruman, the record
shop, and started riding the bus
downtown every week to buy records.”
It quickly spiralled from there for
Tryggvi, who listens to just about ev-

actually getting paid to be here. And
that’s bad.”

Creating conversation
Melanie’s artworks unite two contradictions—the tedious work of stitching all
the canvases together by hand, which
takes weeks, and the “manspreading”
textual statements. The stitching together of canvases was inspired by a
Filipino tradition of recycling clothes
into rugs, which Melanie’s mum sold to
make ends meet when she first moved
to Iceland.
Even though Melanie feels included in
the culture and speaks Icelandic, she still
has to deal with prejudice and racism.
“I look at myself as the most historically marginalised group in the world,”
she laughs. “I'm an Asian immigrant
woman. It doesn't get better than that.”
While her artworks are cheeky and
provocative, they are also very sincere,
and intended to start a conversation.
“The art I make has been shown in public
spaces," Melanie says. "People just go
about their day, being borderline racist.
Casual racism doesn't exist until someone points it out. Here, I point it out."

erything, from Russian composer
Alexander Scriabin to hardcore
techno and gabba. “As long as it’s interesting in mood or texture,” he explains. “It shouldn’t make too much
sense and I think DJ sets should take
chances and fluctuate to keep it interesting.”
Today Tryggni lives in Malmö,
Sweden where he works as a chef
and regularly participates in parties
with both Plútó as well as Malmö DJ
crew Astrum. “I was tired of living
in Iceland, basically,” says Tryggvi.
“Living in Sweden has expanded my
horizons and given me the chance
to follow and get inspired by the
Copenhagen techno scene and rave
parties with safe-space policies like
Fast Forward.”
Plútó has grown to be an indispensable part of Reykjavík’s nightlife as they regularly perform at and
host a number of events—including
the closing set of Sónar Reykjavík
last year. “We’ve been getting positive reactions to our sounds, which
is great,” Tryggvi says. “And we performed a night in Copenhagen earlier this year, which was really fun.”
Tryggvi hopes to perform in
Reykjavík next time he is in town
and next year he plans on releasing
music that he has been working on,
on-and-off, since his teen years. “I
haven’t released a lot of it,” he explains. “I DJ bits and pieces I’ve made
and I like seeing people’s reaction, so
we’ll see what the future brings.”

Culture

In The Belly

Of The

Whale
Sjón’s ‘CoDex 1962’ trilogy published in a
single volume for US and UK readers

The legendary Sjón in a reflective moment

Words:
Björn Halldórsson
Photos:
Art Bicnick

This autumn, Sjón’s anglophone readership will be glad to discover a new
novel by the author in UK and US bookshops. However, fans of this master
of the short novel might be surprised
—thrilled, even—by the sheer heft of
the book in question. More than twenty
years in the making, ‘CoDex 1962’ could
be said to span the entirety of Sjón’s ca-

reer to date. It is comprised of a trilogy
of novels, the first of which marks one
of the author’s earliest forays into novel form. The translation is by Victoria
Cribb, who in 2017 received the Orðstýr
award; an honorary award presented
to her by the president of Iceland for
her work promoting Icelandic literature
through translation.

A big, stupendous book

"I have a talent for parroting"

“I always knew it would be a big
book,” Sjón admits. “Of course, I’ve
changed as an author since 1992, when
I started writing it, but even back then I
knew I wanted to write a book like this:
a big, experimental novel that pulls out
all the stops. Where I could try out all
the different approaches to writing that
fascinated me as a young reader, discovering for the first time how far some
writers can push the novel form.
“In 2016, when it came time to close
the trilogy, it was invigorating to reacquaint myself with where I started
as an author. How I initially wanted
to write books that dared to do things
other books didn’t. Back then, I wanted
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to write a book just like this; a take-itor-leave-it kind of book.” He laughs. “I
know some people are going to give up
halfway through, and that’s okay. I’ve
given up on books like this; it’s fine.
There are always a few readers that finish them.“

Underground literature
then and now
Speaking of the writer he was when
he began writing ‘Thine Eyes Did See
My Substance’—the first novel in the
trilogy—Sjón mentions the influence
of Mikhail Bulgakov and Icelandic modernists like Thor Vilhjálmsson and Guðbergur Bergsson.
“Also, what we called ‘underground
literature’ was very important to me
early on,” he reminisces. “Authors
like William Burroughs—who would
probably never find a publisher today.
The books he published back then—
‘Naked Lunch,’ ‘The Wild Boys,’ ‘Nova
Express’—it seems crazy that they were
published by big publication houses
and reviewed in major magazines. Authors attempting similar literary ex-

periments today would probably have to
stick to publishing online or find some
micropublisher that lets them do what
they want.”

Gobbling up texts
Over the past decade, Sjón’s own novels have gradually spread into other languages and found a readership in different countries, perhaps precisely because
of the way his writing weaves together
references from sources around the
world—an act of pilfering that he freely
admits to.
“I have a talent for parroting,” he
mocks. “I found a home for this skill in
the novel form. That’s why my novels
are filled with different styles, different
approaches to writing. To me, the novel
form is like a whale: it swims around,
mouth wide open, gobbling up anything
that gets in its way.” He laughs. “Or maybe it’s more of a shark! Sharks have been
cut open to reveal all sorts of things that
have no business being inside a shark.
Grandfather clocks and body parts and
whatnot.”
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“To me, the novel
form is like a whale: it
swims around, mouth
wide open, gobbling
up anything that gets
in its way.”

He makes a good point

The tools of a narrative
In Sjón’s writing, this amalgam
of sources and influences is subverted as well as celebrated, so that
the final effect reaches far beyond
simple retelling. “If
I choose to write in
a biblical style, for
example, it doesn’t
mea n I’m retel li ng stor ies f rom
Christian or Jewish
my tholog y,” Sjón
explains. “Rather,
I’m experimenting
with what happens
when you use the
tools those narratives offer to tell
a wholly different story. You might
say that I’m trying to tell the story
of the narrative itself, rather than
a particular story from that narrative world. This is especially true in
‘CoDex 1962,’ where the narrator is
attempting to thread together all
the various ways in which humanity has tried to tell its story into one
narrative.”

sources might be particularly apparent in his work, all fiction is in
some way doing the same thing.
“It’s nonsense to think that you
can write in a vacuum,” he stresses. “You can only write in dialogue
with other writers.
I’ve always readily
admitted that a part
of my process is harvesting other texts;
texts that I converge
with my own text.
The only rule I have is
that I would never apply this approach to
another writer’s fiction; merging someone else’s fiction with my own—at
least not without making it explicit
in the text that I am doing so.
“However, news reports, interviews, academic and autobiographical writing and so on; those
texts fall within the realms of the
real world. They might be offering
a processed reality, but they still
claim to represent reality. Fiction,
on the other hand, stands separate;
it speaks to reality from outside of
it.”

“I wanted to
write a book
just like this;
a take-it-orleave-it kind
of book.”

Fiction as dialogue
This narrator, Joseph Löwe,
freely admits to being a golem—
a physical manifestation of written language, shaped out of clay by
his father and mother after their
chance meeting in WWII-era Germany. As he recounts the story of
his birth and the whole of his life,
Joseph draws equally from the annals of history, folklore, theology,
literature and science as from entertainment such as pulps, comics,
films and music. Sjón is adamant
that although such interplay of

The voice and character
of a book
All of this research takes up a
major part of his writing process,
he says. He might be gathering
material for a book for years before
actually starting the writing, compiling things for numerous novels
at the same time.
“Mario Vargas Llosa said that
the first character you create is the
voice of the book itself,” he explains.
“I spend a lot of time searching for

that voice. I might be gathering material for a book for years, having a
storyline, major characters and so
on, without ever finding the book’s
voice. I’ve started books that never
amounted to anything because I
couldn’t find their voice—the right
way to tell their story. That’s okay.
All that research, the exploration
and experimenting, it all ends up
somewhere—usually in some other
book.”

Writing for dopamine
It is evident that for Sjón this
process is rewarding in itself, and
the act of writing has a separate existence from the fruits of its labour.
“I think writing is basically a
physical thing,” he ruminates. “I get
agitated and tense when I haven’t
written for a while. Most writers
start writing at a young age. Even
if you don’t actually publish anything until much later, your mind
is already occupied with writing.
It becomes a part of the daily functions of the body. If you start to enjoy the writing process, you want
more, just like any other stimulus.
The dopamine begins to flow when
things are going well, and you get
addicted. A few years of that and
writing becomes just another part
of being alive. I experience a pleasure in writing that is completely
inconsequential to whether the
writing itself is coming together
or not. I like sitting there, stirring
words together, arranging them
into sentences.”
He laughs and gestures with his
fingers. “You know, just finding enjoyment in kneading the dough.”

Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house
Tel:511-1118
Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

THE HOME
OF ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
AND LAMB
APOTEK Kitchen+Bar is a casual-smart
restaurant located in one of Reykjavíks
most historical buildings.
We specialize in fresh seafood
and local ingredients
prepared with a modern twist.

APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

Austurstræti 16

101 Reykjavík

apotek.is

Best of Reykjavík
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Akkúrat

Aðalstræti 16
If you’re looking for the perfect
funky, windproof, foldable, travel-optimized jacket, Akkúrat will be your
go-to this winter. They have winter
accessories in all colours, and the
stand out item is the retro looking
PackMack windbreaker (pictured,
24,900 ISK). It’s super light, super
easy to stuff into a backpack and (I
know a lot of people don’t want to
hear this) COLOURFUL. Winters in Iceland are dark enough, it’s alright to
show some personality by wearing a
bold colour.

shades. Not only will those hats keep
you warm, you’ll own a real piece of
Icelandic hipness. Owning an orange
66º North logo hat almost guarantees you an Icelandic passport.

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK

Best Place To
See A Movie
Winner: Bíó Paradís
Geysir

Skólavörðustígur 16

Cintamani

Bankastræti 7a

Both literally and figuratively hot

Winter Is
Coming And
No One Cares

If you want to look like an Icelander—i.e. simultaneously warm and
stylish—you should go to Cintamani.
From good-looking thermal underwear to super cosy jackets like the
one above (49,995 ISK), there’s something for everyone. Whether you’re
on team “I’m actually not that cold,”
“It’s quite chilly,” or “OMFG where are
the white walkers,” check out this
store to be cute as a button.

When it comes to seeing movies in downtown Reykjavík,
there’s really only one winner.
Our panel voted quickly and
unanimously for Bíó Paradís,
the quirky and lively independent cinema on Hverfisgata.
“They have red velvet curtains,
so it feels David Lynch-y,” they
said. The diverse programme of
independent movies also earned
our panel’s praise. “It isn’t just
Hollywood stuff—they screen
Icelandic films with English subtitles, indie films, and old horror
and sci-fi movies. There’s a bar
you’d actually want to hang out
in, with sofas, DJs, and art exhibitions. It’s the only cinema in
the city centre—but it’s the clear
winner.”

Runners-up:
Háskólabíó
Brynjólfsgata

Where to buy warm but
stylish items in Reykjavík

Húrra Reykjavik

Words: Claudia Schultz Photos: Art Bicnick & Claudia Shultz
It’s a snowy morning with a slight
wind blowing in your face from the
northeast at about 100 km/h and,
unfortunately, the situation isn’t
dire enough to pull a sickie. Luckily,
it’s time to not give a fuck. Fashion
and winter go together like Laurel
and Hardy, or Trump and bullshit.
101 Reykjavík’s unique boutiques,
in addition to having the potential
to launch the next Chanel runways
show, have a lot to offer when it
comes to winter fashion. That’s “winter fashion,” not “outdoor clothing,”
just to clarify.

A shop named after one of Iceland’s
most famous landmarks? Well, you
gotta check that out. This bright
yellow coat from Stand (36,800 ISK)
will not only keep you from freezing,
it’s pretty much like a happy pill. No
sun is no problem, if you decide to
be the sun.

Hverfisgata 52

Men: Hverfisgata 50 /
Women: Hverfisgata 78

66° North

Laugavegur 17
As grandma used to say, “wear a
hat.” And who doesn’t listen to their
grandma? 66° North has a huge
selection of hats (from 3,900 ISK)
from “today I hate everyone” black,
to “I am the most confident flower
in the whole world” pink, to subtler
“I’m wearing colour and I like it”

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 - 22:00

saegreifinn.is
Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com

Húrra Reykjavík is one of those
trendy shops that can style you
from top to bottom. But if you’re on
the lookout for some badass boots,
it’s an essential stop. Both pairs of
boots in the photos (women: 39,990
ISK; men: 43,990 ISK) give you an idea
of how to look cool during the winter without running around in your
Nikes with bare ankles. Bonus points:
think how happy your grandma will
be to see these.

This walkable-from-downtown
cinema is part of the University
of Iceland complex and shows
new blockbusters alongside European indie flicks. “They have
popcorn movies, and they also
take part in film festivals and
have more cultural programming. And you can get nachos
with melted cheese... if you’re
American.”

Egilshöll
Fossaleuni 1

It’s on the outskirts of town, but
Egilshöll boasts huge screens
that make it worth the trip.
“You can get the number six bus
there—and there’s disco-bowling and a pizza place to make it
worth your while,” said the panel. “It’s the place to see the latest
blockbusters.”
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Get Grapevine Merch!

October 19th - November 8th
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Reykjavík Map

Places We Like

Best Of Reykjavík

Perfect Day
A face of the downtown scene tells us how to spend a perfect day in Reykjavík

“The great thing
about this town is
that all the good
things are very
close by, so you
can high five a
lot of nice people
during a day.”

* You only need to type the URL in once

BUY
DIRECTLY
FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHO
MAKE
THEM

Words: René Boonekamp
Photo: Timothée Lambrecq

René Boonekamp
René Boonekamp is part of the arts
collective ‘The Travelling Embassy
of Rockall,’ which works on “speculative scenarios for utopian and
dystopian futures.” He is also the
friendly face of IÐNÓ, which been reborn this year with a new café, music
studio, coworking space and a diverse events programme. “It’s quite
a manageable task to have a perfect
day in Reykjavík,” says René. “The
great thing about this town is that all
the good things are very close by, so
you can high five a lot of nice people
during a day. You can mostly find me
in IÐNÓ—it’s truly is a lovely place,
and it’s an honour to be part of a
team making this such a lively public
house. Like I said, living in Reykjavík
is easy, but to have the perfect day
it’s all about timing. So here we go.”
First thing
Waking up is the worst part of life.
Only curling up against my girlfriend,
Lemke, and a coffee can cure my
morning sickness. Lemke makes perfect morning coffee, served in the
perfect cup. Bangsi the dog enthusiastically greets me, and the day can

start. Before I leave the house, the
rain stops; I’ll put Ragnar Kjartansson’s ‘A Lot of Sorrow’ on my headphones. Me and the dog go play football along Ægisíða. He always wins.
In the morning
By now, it’s 11:00, so let’s have a quick
dip into Vesturbærlaug. Today, locker
210 is still free, the steambath is the
right temperature and the hot pot
doesn’t make that slurping sound. Refreshed after the dip, I stop at Kaffi Vest,
the lovely bar in my hood, started by
people from the neighbourhood. Quickly downing an espresso, I get straight
back on the bike, right before the laptop army takes over.
Around lunch

Useful Numbers
Emergency: 112
On-call doctors: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Post Offices
The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri
09:00–18:00.

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045
and Lágmúli 5, tel: 533 2300

For dinner
By now I really feel like having a burger. My favourite is BioBorgari, which
makes proper, no bullshit burgers from
scratch. There’s a simple menu choice
between the special of the month or
the classic. Try the vegan one, it’s the
best you can get in Reykjavík.
The heat of the night

I cycle towards the old harbour area
of Grandi. There’s a nice view, with
Snæfellsness on one side, and Esja
on the other. We’ll stop for lunch at
Bergsson RE and look over the harbour as we enjoy the fish of the day
and watch the fishing boats come
into the harbour with the eagerly circling gulls.
In the afternoon

Vital Info

After lunch, we’ll stop at the Marshall
House to sniff up some art. It’s always
a surprise what the Nýlo and Kling og
Bang have put up. Ólafur Elíasson’s
stuff is also very, very nice. Then it’s
about time for an aperitivo. Coocoo’s
Nest is great for that; a cosy and
friendly place. A natural wine and a
little bite later and your mind wanders off to southern Europe.

Having filled up the stomach, it’s
time for a show. The lovely people at
Mengi put on a quality programme.
You can basically go there any night,
without knowing what’s on and you
won’t be disappointed. And then
later, when it gets dark, we go home.
There’s no better way to end this day
than a stroll along the seaside with
the dog, with the green lights waving the day away.

t
Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

Public Toilets

Bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on weekends.

Public toilets in the centre can be found inside the
green-poster covered towers located at Hlemmur,
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík
Art Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson on
Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be found inside the
Reykjavík City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.

Opening Hours - Shops & Banks
Most shops: Mon–Fri 10–18, Sat 10–16,
Sun closed. Banks: Mon-Fri 09-16

Swimming Pools
Sundhöllin, the downtown pool at
Barónsstígur, is an indoor swimming
pool with hot tubs and a diving board.
More pools: gpv.is/swim
Open: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22. Fri from
06:30–20. Sat from 08–16. Sun from 10–18.

Public Transport
Most buses run every 20–30 min
Fare: 460 ISK adults, 220 ISK children.
Buses run from 07–24:00, and 10–04:30
on weekends. More info at: www.bus.is.

Skólavörðustígur 19 • Borgartún 31
handknitted.is
t +354 552 1890

Venue Finder
Venues

Museums & Galleries

The numbers on the right (i.e. E4) tell you
position on the map on the next page

ART67
Laugavegur 67
Open daily 9-21

F7

The Penis Museum
Laugavegur 116 F8
Open daily 10-18

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open daily 10-17

Austur
Austurstræti 7

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41
G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

Kirsuberjatréð
D3
Vesturgata 4
M-F 10-18, Sat-Sun
10-17

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Mon-Thu 10-19, Fri
11-18, Sat-Sun 13-17

Kling & Bang
Grandagarður 20 A4
W-Sun 14-18, Th 12-21

Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Open daily 13-17

Listastofan
Hringbraut 119
Open Wed-Sat 13-17

The Settlement
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 16
Open daily 9-18

American Bar
Austurstræti 8

D3

Iðnó
Vonarstræti 3

E3

D3

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

E7

Andrými
Bergþórugata 20 G6

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4

B5
Bankastræti 5

E4

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76

E6

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28

E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22

E5

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

E5

Loft
Bankastræti 7

E4

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20

E4

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2

F5

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

E5

Nordic House
Sturlagata 5

H2

Boston
Laugavegur 28b

E5

Paloma
Naustin		

D3

Dillon
Laugavegur 30

E5

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

E4

Dubliner
Naustin 1-3

D3

R6013
Ingólfsstræti 20

E4

English Pub
Austurstræti 12

D3

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1
F5

D3

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3

E3

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22
Hard Rock Café
Lækjargata 2a

D3

D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10

Hressó
Austurstræti 20

D3

Tivoli bar
Hafnarstræti 4

D3

Húrra
Naustin		

D3

Tjarnarbíó
Tjarnargata 12

E3

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2 B1
Open 09-21
Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastr. 74 G4
July 8-Sep 1, Mon-Fri
Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16 E5
Tu-F 11-17, Sat 13-17

Living Art Museum
Granadarður 20 A4
T-Sun 12-18, Th 12-21

The Culture House
E5
Hverfisgata 15
Open daily 10–17

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustíg. 3A E5
Open daily 9-18:30

The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata
G5
Open Tue–Sun 10–17

Museum Of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1
Open Tu-Sun 12-17

Ekkisens
Bergstaðast. 25b F4

The National
Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 F3
Open daily 10–17

Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A
H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, 220
Open Wed-Mon 12-17
Hitt Húsið
Pósthússtræti 3-5 D4
Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4
D4
Tu-Fri 13-17, Sat 14-17
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
D3
Tu-Fri 11-18, Sat
13-17

The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
G2
Open daily 10–17
The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
H2
Thu-Tu 11-17, W 11-20
Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 D3
Open 10-17, Thu 10-22
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
H8
Open daily 10-17

D3

Reykjavík Museum
of Photography
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Mon-Thu 10-18, Fri
11-18, Sat-Sun 13-18
Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2 B2
Open daily 10-18
Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
Open Tu-Sun 14-17
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 D3
Open Mon-Fri 10-16
Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12
G4
Open Fri-Sat 13-16
Wind & Weather
Window Gallery
Hverfisgata 37

E5

The Map

Get the bigger, more detailed version of The Reykjavík Grapevine
City Map at your nearest hotel or guesthouse, with selections from our
Best-Of awards, vital info, downtown bus stops and a wider view of the city.
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A mix between grunge and classy,
D ill o n W hi s key B a r d o m ina te s
their little stretch of Laugavegur.
Crammed most nights with rockers,
metalheads and tourists looking
for a place to mumble AC/DC songs
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11. Dillon Whiskey Bar
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18. The Pedersen Suite
EG
Ingólfsstræti
7A
GE
R
TSG

ATA

This rooftop bar is located on the
top of the cavernous Gamla Bíó
theatre. It has loads of seating with
soft furniture to luxuriate on, a view
across the harbour, cocktails, and all
the sun you could wish for.

ÞO

This standard go-to bar for cocktails
holds its own as far as the mixing
game goes, with a unique menu and
highly skilled bartenders to shake
them up. The bar itself is a beautifully
designed space with a gorgeous view,
right in the Old Harbour.

RR
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19. Kolaportið
Tryggvagata 19
Kolaportið is a huge indoor flea
Reykjavík
m a r k e t t h a t t a k e s p l a c e Domestic
on
weekends. It’s filled with stalls selling
Airport
Terminal
bric-a-brac, secondhand clothes,

E

Party Every Night. Cocktails!
Live Music. Live Sports Coverage
50 different kinds of beer.
Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers. Chicken Wings!

AG

Shopping

17. Slippbarinn
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ATA

Another great spot for beer-tasting,
this place has a unique and constantly
rotating selection ofLYNbeers
from
GH
A
Mikkeller and other carefullyGIpicked
craft breweries, knowledgeable
S TA
RH
bartenders, antique-chic
décor,
and
AG
I
it’s located upstairs from Hverfisgata
12, so you get good weekend DJs,
fancy bar snacks and pizzas.
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Drinking
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If you prefer your music
grungy, raw
and weird, then Gaukurinn is your
place. With dim lights, leather sofas
and a gender neutral bathroom, it’s
become the perfect hangout for
the unorthodox Reykjavíkingar, so if
you’re looking for like-minded peeps
to drink with, here you go.

RHA

This spot has often been awarded
Grapevine’s “Best Late Night Bite.”
Needless to say, it’s the perfect
place to satisfy pregnancy cravings,
splitting hangovers and midnight
binges. We recommend the lamb
kofte wrap: it’s to die for.
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Tryggvagata 22

16. Mikkeller & Friends

Veltusund 3b

RG

ATA

National
museum

ASA

10. Ali Baba
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Fiskfélagið has been steadfastly
dishing out some of the best seafood
in Iceland. Don’t try too hard to make
sense of the ingredient/country
mashup—just focus on the food.
Our former food editor described
it as “fish so buttery, it must be on
laxatives.” Yum.
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15. Gaukurinn

HA

If you’re a gourmand looking for a
memorable meal when in Reykjavík,
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Hverfisgata 12
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6. Dill

TÚ

With a Pool
saloon-like atmosphere in
the daytime, when dogs and kids
R
LU
run around amongst the diehard IME
SP
local crowd and groups of confused E
M
E
tourists, KaffibarinnLturns
into an allHA
GI
out party during the small
hours of
NE
SHWhether you’re holiday
the weekend.
AG
I
day-drinking or getting messy, it G
never fails to amuse.

RÐ

GOTT restaurant,
Hafnarstræti 17
101 Reykjavík, Iceland
www.gott.is
gottreykjavik@gott.is
Tel; +354 514 6868

Brauð & Co. burst onto the bakery
scene in 101 Reykjavík. Regulars
swear by their “snuður”—cinnamon
bread rolls smothered with a sugary
glaze. They take it a step further and
stuff the classics with blueberries
and whatnot, eliciting inappropriate
satisfied moans. Get there early to
snatch a warm one.

Swimming
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Frakkastígur 16
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5. Brauð & Co.

Bergstaðastræti
bæjarlaug1
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14. Kaffibarinn
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Týsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík
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„The Coziest
Coffee House in Town“

Hannesarholt was officially opened
to the public in 2013, and it serves
as a reminder of what Iceland used
to be. The beautiful building hosts
exhibits, concerts, and a fabulous
vegan-friendly menu that uses local
produce. Don’t miss the salmon
either—it’s cooked to perfection.
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Grundarstígur 10
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4. Hannesarholt

9. The Fish Company
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When the name of the place literally
translates to “the living room,” it’s
pretty much expected to be a very
cosy place toLLkick
back with some
IR
E
AV
R
late-afternoon,
early-evening
drinks.
A
IST
ME beers and wines on happy
All their
hour from 4pm
until 8pm, and it’s
UR
V EG
a lovelyLScentral
location with a dim
Ó
SKJ
basement
and an airy first floor.
PL A

Vestur-

Iceland’s first and only Ramen bar has
upped their broth game with a silky
slick Tonkotsu. They have a choice of
noodles and broths catering to food
intolerances and fads, and a popular
‘Ramen of the Month’. We suggest
getting the Ramen Tonkotsu with
their perfectly cooked soy cured
eggs.

BÁR
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Valdis is perhaps Reykjavik’s most
beloved ice cream parlour. All their
ice cream is made in-house every
morning. If you like liquorice, try
their Turkish Pepper flavour: it looks
like liquid cement, but it’s one of
their most popular offerings. Valdis
doesn’t have much seating, so get
your ice cream to go and enjoy it in a
parked car – Icelandic style.

Tryggvagata 16

DI 3
Vesturgata
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Grandagarður 21

8. Ramen Momo

VE
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www.laekur.is
Next to national swimming pool
Open daily 9am - 11pm

3. Ísbúðin Valdís

T he “ Nameless Pizza Place” at
Hverfisgata 12 has been pushing
that doughy envelope with topping
combinations that ’ ll leave you
scratching your head at first
and rubbing your belly later. Try
the beetroot pizza or the soya
mushroom, sausage and pickled
chilli number, and make a night of it
with some excellent cocktails from
the bar.

EG U

Craft food & beer - Speciality coffee & tea

V
LTS

Local gastro pub & café

Block Burger is an office favourite.
You can see their white paper togo bags stacked on writers’ desks.
Modelled heavily on the American
chain Shake Shack in presentation,
Block is reasonably priced (for
Reykjavík) and has quick service. It’s
a lunchtime spot worth checking out.

13. Stofan
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7. Hverfisgata 12

If you're looking for Kiki, walk until
H G
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you see the building that is entirely
Saga
Reykjavik
T
rainbow. The only dedicated queer
S
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A
bar in Iceland, Kiki is beloved by NAN
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all the local gays, lesbians and inNÝ
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Snaps is a beloved casual-chic bistro
with a forget-you’re-in-Reykjavík vibe
thanks to its lush greenery and warm
lighting. On a grey day, nothing beats
sitting by the greenhouse walls with
their excellent moules frites. Did we
mention they make a stellar creme
brulée as well? A true keeper.
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1. Snaps

Laugavegur 22
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12. Kiki Queer Bar
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LUNCH and DINNER MENU
LOCAL and FOREIGN DISHES

Dining
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BRE AKFAST and BRUNCH

Dill has to top your list. Dill showcases
the best of Iceland with seasonal
menus, paying homage to the island’s
bounty, executed with all the tweezer
precision of modern cuisine. Don’t
even think twice about splurging for
the seven-course menu—it’s the only
way to do it.
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ELEGANT PREMISES
IN THE HEART OF
R E Y K J AV I K

Downtown &
Harbour District

A

into their beer, Dillon boasts a wide
selection of over 100 whiskies and
hosts some of Iceland’s best hard
rock bands on the weekends.
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Marshall
House

COME TRY OUR

FRESH FISH
OF THE DAY

Sigurjón
Art
Museum
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Saga Museum • Grandagarður 2 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel.: (+354) 511 1517 • Open: Daily from 10 to 18
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www.sagamuseum.is

Swedish outerwear brand Fjällräven's
classic rucksack is so durable that
they ’ve been known to become
family heirlooms, passed down to
kids by parents who, presumably,
grewMIup
K L A and got briefcases and
BR A
UT instead. You'll see
fancy handbags
their duds adoring the backs of many
Reykjavík-ites today.
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In a sense
Úlfurinn
is a Reykjavík classic. It’s been
BLÖ a decade, and the
around for over
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service is congenial
being
overbearing. People are loyal to their
favourite hairdresser, meaning some
of them have long waiting lists, but
pop in and try your luck.
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23. Farmers And Friends
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Mál og Menning has three levels
with great curated displays of the

VA
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Tulipop serves up everything from
lamps to wallets all covered in the
cutest monsters you’ll ever see. The
Icelandic brand’s flagship store is
an explosion of pastels and neons.
Stop here for gifts, souvenirs, or just
a little adorable
G UR pick-me-up.
F LU G

LH

Lucky Records is probably the biggest
record shop in Iceland, with shelves
upon shelves of new and used vinyl
and CDs on offer. They have a small
stage where local and visiting bands
sometimes perform, and expert staff
that can always help you find what
you’re looking for.

Laugavegur 18
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Skólavörðustígur 43

21. Mál og Menning
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24. Tulipop
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22. Lucky Records
NAUTHÓ LSV EGUR

Hólmaslóð 4
You can see the whole process by
which Omnom’s chocolate bars are
made here, from when they receive
the cocoa beans to when they wrap
them in their beautiful packing.
Then you can buy some for the trip
home.

R

If you want to pick up an Icelandic
sweater, peruse the Farmers Market
outlet. Their wares c ombine Nordic
style with a fresh aesthetic, providing
you with a modern take on traditional
pieces.

20. Omnom Chocolate
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visitors
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religious booth filled with literature and classic Icelandic literature in
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Frakkastígur 8
The world-conquering Scottish
craft beer chain arrives in 101.
Iceland’s branch of Brewdog is
an interesting presence on the
scene—the fancy-dive-bar décor feels like it could be in East
London or Manhattan as easily as downtown
H ÁT 101. The prices,
E S
V EG located
however, are veryIGmuch
UR
in Iceland. The tasty, speedy bar
food menu is reasonable enough,
but there are few options
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Rauðarárstígur 8, 105 Reykjavík
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BIG THINGS.
SNORRI ÁSTRÁÐSSON
DJ KOCOON
101 SAVAGE
MAGGI LEGO
KGB
GKR BASH!
SURA
KARÍTAS
INTROBEATS
MT. FUJITIVE LIVE
WELCOME THAISON
NAZARETH
LOWERCASE ft. THIZONE
ORANG VOLANTE
ÁRNI KRISTJÁNSSON
BJÖRN VALUR
SPEGILL
HINN SÍVINSÆLI SPENNUBÁLKUR HELDUR ÁFRAM / SÉ SVEIFLA & SJÁUMST HÉR!
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“It’s dark and misty,
but there are bright
elements of a melody
trying to break out.”

Welcome to Jómfrúin
– home of the open sandwiches

Bistro boy waiting for the bus journey to begin

ARTIST PLAYLIST

Bistro Boy ‘Píanó í Þokunni’
Simple soundscapes in the fog
Words: Maria-Carmela Raso
Photos: Timothée Lambrecq

LP
‘Píanó í þokunni’ is out now
‘Píanó í þokunni’ (‘Piano in the Fog’)
is Bistro Boy’s third LP. The album
is a dreamy tribute to Bistro Boy’s
long-lasting relationship with his
piano; a musical journey from past
to present. “On this album I set out
with a different approach from previous albums,” says the musician. “I
was trying to keep the soundscape
somewhat simple and throw in
recordings of my old and out of
tune piano.”.

shines through the darkest clouds.
The song opens with me plucking
the strings of the piano, evolving
with pads and arpeggiators. But
at the core, the strings keep it together. I had the pleasure of having
my niece, Eir Ólafsdóttir, play cello on
this track, adding an organic touch
to the synthetic sounds.

Góða Nótt
The name of this song means “good
night.” It’s a simple lullaby: a song
about falling asleep on a late summer night, when there is absolute
stillness outside.

Þokan

Sólsetur

I’m trying to set the tone here—it’s
dark and misty, but there are bright
elements of a melody trying to
break out. The soundscape is based
on a sample of an old song I made a
long time ago while playing my outof-tune piano on top of it. I always
have visual elements in mind when
I’m making music, and for this song
it was a remote foggy fjord.

This song came to me out of the
blue. I was fooling around with some
sounds and samples and this element opening the song spoke to me;
the arpeggiated melody just happened and it all came together.

Ljósbrot
This is a song about hope—how light

Mosi
I wanted to keep certain softness
to the album’s soundscape and this
is one example of how that went. I
used soft synths, a simple melody,
restricted drums and soft “subby”
bass to give it a soft touch, just like

a laying on a thick green moss after
a rainy day.

Heimferð
Like most of the songs on this
album, this one can be interpreted
very literally. It’s a song about coming home and missing someone
or something. Like when you’ve
been away for a long time and you
just want to go home. Or when you
haven’t seen someone you love for a
while and it’s driving you crazy.

Fjall
Mountain is a song about a journey,
like when you’re driving and the
world outside is flying past your window. It’s the only song where you’ll
hear some vocal elements, which
are some samples of my own voice.

Nýr dagur
This song, or some elements of it,
was originally part of a live set at
Húrra from earlier this year. I wasn’t
sure what to do with it, but I didn’t
give up on it and this is the result.
It’s not obvious, but the opening
arpeggiator is my piano sampled
on my iPad, edited and played back
manually. A refreshing tune that
makes you dance.

Píanó í þokunni
The closing song is an epilogue: the
closing frame. The fog comes crawling in again, consuming the daylight
we’ve enjoyed and adding stillness
to everything. It’s time to lay down
and get some sleep.

BAGELS FROM 599 ISK

Grab a bite at Dunkin’ Donuts. We’re open every day.
Kringlan

Hagasmári 9

Fitjar

KEF Airport

Lækjargata 4 | 101 Reykjavík | Sími 55 10 100 | Open 11:00 - 22:00 | jomfruin.is

Music
bar
MUSIC The Sónar Reykjavík festival is
an annual breath—nay, lungNEWS

ful—of fresh air for Icelandic
music lovers. Connecting the dots
between the thriving local scene and
the eclectic international royalty of the
electronic music scene, it’s something
to look forward to over the long winter.
The first lineup announcement for 2019
is stuffed with great news. Between
April 25th and 27th, Harpa will be pulsing with the sound of the pioneering
Richie Hawtin, the widescreen techno
of Jon Hopkins, UK rapper Little Simz,
and a host of local talents including
acronymic talents GDRN and JFDR,
seasoned veteran DJ Margeir, spectral
electronica trio aYia, and rising stars
SiGRÚN and Sólveig Matthildur. Tickets
are on sale now.
"Being a good conductor is probably one of the hardest jobs in the world."

Code Of
Conduct

Album
Daníel Bjarnason’s new album
‘Collider’ comes out on October
26th on Bedroom Community.

“It’s a terribly strange job, to be honest,” Daníel Bjarnason finally says,
after a long pause. He is staring
straight ahead, brow furrowed, in
deep contemplation. “I don’t think
people understand conductors very
well at all, especially in this country.
I wish they would.”
The fêted Icelandic composer and
conductor is on the cusp of releasing
‘Collider,’ his third album of commissioned works and his first outright
solo album in five years, aside from
the soundtrack for ‘Under The Tree.’
The album is comprised of three
works originally commissioned for
American ensembles from 2011-2015,
and reinterpreted and recorded by
the Iceland Symphony Orchestra
(ISO) and Hamrahlíð Choir during
Daníel’s three-year stint as the ISO’s
artist in residency.

option anymore. You need to be convincing. You need to be able to communicate what you want to a large
group of people who have their own
opinion, and are expert musician
that have spent thousand of hours
honing their craft. And they have to
trust you. And then you also have to
be able to communicate with your
body, at least if you’re going to be a
good conductor.”

A vast organism

He acknowledges the rather opaque
and ephemeral nature of the work,
particularly from the audience’s perspective, as seemingly not relating
between physical movement and the
sounds produced. “Sometimes when
you watch it, it may look like the conductor is doing this big thing and the
orchestra is not playing on his big
thing, but it’s the relationship between the written music on the page,
time and movement that they will
understand,” he says. “Sometimes
the conductor can dance and the orchestra can just play, but sometimes
the orchestra depends for its life on
Mass communication
what the conductor does. Very often.”
He admits that his fine tuning as
On this day, however, the conversation veers from his new album—a a conductor has now rendered him to
piece commissioned by Bryce Dess- the point that he often can’t switch
ner for the Cincinnati MusicNOW off his working brain when listening
festival—to the physical and psy- to music or watching an orchestra
chological constitution of a good and is somewhat always in research
mode.
conductor.
“It’s just a joy of bringing some“There are so many different
things that go into being a good con- thing to life that you care about and
ductor, and being a good conductor then hopefully other people will care
about as well,” he adds.
is probably one of
“Sometimes you have to
the hardest jobs in
gpv.is/music
work hard and you have
the world,” he says.
Share this + Archives
to be demanding, of
“You have to have an
course, but it all comes
amazing knowledge
of the music. You have to know the from a place of excitement. An
instruments. You have to understand orchestra is such a crazy thing. There
composition. But you also have to get are so many possibilities. It’s such a
people on your side, at least nowadays vast organism.”
because being a tyrant isn’t really an

Tryggvagata 22, 101 Reykjavík

STANDUP COMEDY
IN ENGLISH / 21.00 / FREE ENTRY

KARAOKE PARTY
21.00 / FREE ENTRY

EVERY
MONDAY
EVERY
TUESDAY

19/10 SO YOU THINK YOU CAN DRAG

Daníel Bjarnason releases ‘Collider,’
talks conducting
Words: Rex Beckett Photos: Timothée Lambrecq

& events venue

WITH MISS GLORIA HOLE
HEADLINER: SHAE G’DAY

A host of Icelandic bands have announced new releases around the
Airwaves festival. The long-dormant
Benny Crespo’s Gang have announced
a new self-released album, “Minor
Mistakes,” available to pre-order now
on their website. Árstíðir, who released
an album earlier this year, will put out a
second in early November. “Garðurinn
Minn” is a collaboration with the
band’s “songwriting hero Magnús Þór
Sigmundsson,” and they successfully
crowdfunded the release via the Karolína Fund. Rising Grapevine favourites
aYia will release their self-titled debut
via Bedroom Community on November
16th.

Well-known Icelandic music professional Anna Hildur has won the Tampere Music Award in Finland, awarded
annually “to acknowledge a person,
organisation or movement that has
contributed extraordinarily to the
development of the music industry.”
Anna has worked for 20 years in music, going from artist manager, to the
head of the Iceland Music agency, to
the head of NOMEX, a music industry
initiative formed between the Nordic
countries. Today, she is embarking
on a new chapter as the founder of
new Reykjavik and London based film
and TV company Tattarrattat. Well
done, Anna! Keep doing what you’re
doing. JR

20/10 PIXEL DREAM (ALBUM RELEASE)
ALSO: SEINT, ODDWEIRD,
THE RETRO MUTANTS, HEWKII

24/10 JULIAN CIVILIAN, SKOFFÍN,
JÓN ÞÓR

25/10 DRAG-SÚGUR: DRAG LAB
26/10 ROCK PAPER SISTERS, VICKY
27/10 HALLOWEEN ICELAND 2018
2/11 MOTÖRHEAD TRIBUTE
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Jóhann Jóhannsson: In Memoriam
Oct. 27th - 20:00 - Iðnó - 3,900 ISK
The late, great composer and musician
Jóhann Jóhannsson
is celebrated at Iðnó
in a special evening
of music performed
by some of his closest

friends and collaborators. A programme of
works “by, and inspired
by” Jóhann will be
performed by a stellar
lineup that includes
his former band Ap-

parat Organ Quartet,
Una Sveinbjarnardóttir,
Dustin O’Halloran, Skúli
Sverrisson, Kira Kira &
Friends, Erna Ómarsdóttir and Rutger Hoedemaekers. The proceeds
from the concert will
go to the newly formed
Jóhann Jóhannsson Foundation, the
website of which
features a mission
statement stating that
Jóhann’s “inspiration is
wildly felt among a new
generation of music
makers. Our goal is to
help identify those musicians and help them
reach new heights.” JR

John Grant
Oct. 26th - 21:00 Harpa - 10,990 ISK
The biggest
bear around,
John Grant will
croon you to the
moon. Love, it
seems, is magic.
HJC

Áskell EP Release Party
Oct. 19th - 23:00 - Kaffibarinn - Free!
Áskell Harðarson, aka Housekell,
has made a name for himself as
one of Reykjavík’s most prolific
house DJs. Serving up house music
with influences from disco, garage,
techno and acid, his new EP, ‘What
Do You Know,’ is sure to be a doozy
of every genre you love. HJC

Kerri Chandler
Nov. 2nd - 22:00 Vintage Box - TBA
If you’re into
deep house,
you’re probably
crying right
now. Yes, Kerri
Chandler is in
Reykjavík. HJC

October 19th - November 8th

Concerts & Nightlife

DJ Countess Malaise
21:00 SOE Kitchen 101
DJ Styrmir Hansson
22:00 Bravó
Babies
22:00 Húrra
Áskell EP Release Party
23:00 Kaffibarinn
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Una Stef & Skúli mennski
21:00 Hard Rock Café
Borgar Magnason
21:00 Mengi
DJ Thaison
22:00 Prikið

Saturday October 20th
Menntaskólann í Reykjavík
Symphony
20:00 Neskirkja
DJ Margeir
22:00 Kaffibarinn
DJ Intr0beatz
22:00 Bravó
Apex & Kla Kar
22:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
Pink Street Boys / Skrattar / Spunk
21:00 Húrra
Pixel Dream Album Release Concert
21:00 Gaukurinn
Reykjavík Opera Days:
Opening Choir Concert
14:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Reykjavík Opera Days:
Brák Baroque Ensemble
20:00 Fríkirkjan
Steinunn Ása
14:00 Mengi
DJ Young Nazareth
22:00 Prikið
Cult Of Lilith / Narthraal / Devine
Defilement
18:00 R6013
YLJA 10th Anniversary Show
21:00 Bæjarbíó

Sunday October 21st
Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Welcome Home Jazz:
Mikael Máni Ásmundsson
20:00 Harpa

Thursday October 25th

Trío Reykjavíkur
16:00 Kjarvalsstaðir
Jazz Jam Session
21:00 Hressó
Mengi Series: Megas & Daníel Friðrik
14:00 Iðnó
lowercase night: thizone
21:00 Prikið
Vinyl Sunday: Ívar Pétur
21:00 Bravó
DJ Krystal Carma
21:00 Kaffibarinn
Reykjavík Opera Days:
Ástríður Alda & Bjarni Thor
12:15 Hannesarholt

DJ Intr0beatz
22:00 Húrra
Nobu & Ashkenazy
19:30 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Open Rehearsal
9:30 Harpa
Funk Night: Mókrókar
22:00 Dillon
DJ Orang Volante
21:00 Bravó
Mengi Series: GYDA ‘Evolution’
14:00 Iðnó
Ólöf Arnalds & Skúli Sverrisson
21:00 SOE Kitchen 101
DJ Árni Kristjánsson
21:00 Prikið
Etta James: Tribute Concert
21:00 Hard Rock Café
Jazz In The Garden
18:00 CenterHotel Miðgarður
French Café:
Unnur Sara Eldjárn & Birgir Þórisson
21:00 Petersen svítan
DJ CasaNova
21:00 Kaffibarinn

Monday October 22nd

Friday October 26th

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
DJ Fusion Groove
21:00 Kaffibarinn

Pink Iceland Queer Fridays:
Bláskjár / Dísa Hreiðars
19:00 Pink Iceland
Thrymskvida: A Comic Opera
20:00 Harpa
CYCLE: Adam Christensen /
Countess Malaise & More
20:00 Iðnó
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Hjálmar
21:00 Húrra
DJ Gunni Ewok
22:00 Bravó
DJ Björn Valur
22:00 Prikið
John Grant
21:00 Harpa
Múlinn Jazz Club:
The Múlinn Jazz Club Quintet
21:00 Harpa
DJ Frímann
22:00 Kaffibarinn
Rock Paper Sisters / Vicky
21:00 Gaukurinn
Like Last Year:
Music Video Release Party
19:30 Stúdentakjallarinn
Halloween Horror Show
20:00 Háskólabíó

Events listed are all live performances and
DJs. Venues are listed by day. For complete
listings and detailed information on venues
visit grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday October 19th

21:00 Stúdentakjallarinn

Tuesday October 23rd
DJ John BRNLV
21:00 Kaffibarinn
Karaoke Party!
21:00 Gaukurinn

Wednesday October 24th
Múlinn Jazz Club:
Sigurður Flosason Quartet
21:00 Harpa
Blues Jam Session:
Beggi Smári & Bexband
22:00 Dillon
Valdimar
21:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Microwave Landing System
21:00 Bravó
Flekar Album Release Party
20:00 Húrra
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
DJ Alfons X
21:00 Kaffibarinn
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonía
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Iceland University Of The Arts:
Girl Power Lunch Concert
12:00 Kjarvalsstaðir
Julian Civilian / Skoffin / Jón Þór
21:00 Gaukurinn
DJ Orang Volante
21:00 Prikið
Cellar Jazz

Saturday October 27th
Cycle At Mengi: Skerpla / Jesper
Pedersen / Stellan Veloce
19:00 Mengi
Thrymskvida: A Comic Opera
20:00 Harpa
ABBA: Tribute Show
21:00 Harpa

Jóhann Jóhannsson:
In Memoriam
20:00 Iðnó
DJ Helgi Már
22:00 Bravó
DJ Spegill
22:00 Prikið
Sycamore Tree
20:00 Hard Rock Café
STOV / DUST

Flekar Album Release Party
Oct. 24th - 20:00 - Húrra - 1,500 ISK
'Swamp Flowers,' Flekar’s
psychedelic lo-fi indie album is here.
Come along for a celebration with an
audience that, the band hopes, will
“outnumber horses and sheep.” That
said, they promise that they “hold no
prejudice against sheep or horses,”
unless you’re the “mare that threw
Sigurbjörn.” That mare non-grata
better stay home. HJC

21:00 Kaffibarinn
Karaoke Party!
21:00 Gaukurinn

Wednesday October 31st
Múlinn Jazz Club: TUSK
21:00 Harpa
DJ Z
21:00 Kaffibarinn

Countess Malaise, Iceland's #1 goth bitch

20:30 Tjarnarbíó
Halloween Horror Show
20:00 Háskólabíó
DJ Hunk Of A Man
22:00 Kaffibarinn

Sunday October 28th
Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Reykjavík Big Band:
The Music Of Maria Schneider
20:00 Harpa
Jazz Jam Session
21:00 Hressó
DJ Silja Glommi
21:00 Kaffibarinn
Iceland & Czech Music Festival:
Cameratica Ensemble
13:00 Harpa
Iceland & Czech Music Festival:
Caput Ensemble
15:00 Harpa
Iceland & Czech Music Festival:
Hnúkaþeyr Wind Octet
17:00 Harpa
Mozart Marathon
12:15 Hannesarholt
Reykjavík Opera Days:
In The Darkness
13:00, 16:00 Nordic House

Iceland University Of The Arts:
‘The Corn’ Lunch Concert
12:00 Kjarvalsstaðir
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonía
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Roo Earthling
21:00 Boston
Mega-Ekspres & Kaníel Friðrik
21:00 Mengi
Reykjavík Opera Days:
Birgit Nilsson 100th Anniversary
16:30 Nordic House
Reykjavík Opera Days:
Mahler & Mussorgsky
20:00 Nordic House

Thursday November 1st
David Bowie: Tribute Concert
20:00 Hard Rock Café
Omotrack
21:00 Petersen svítan
Paul Lydon
21:00 Mengi

Monday October 29th
MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
DJ Katla
21:00 Kaffibarinn

Tuesday October 30th
Free Play
16:00, 18:00 Hafnarhús
DJ Frosty

Check out events
from Nov. 2nd- 8th
online at grapevine.
is/happening & on
our app, Appening

Music

Laugavegi 28
537 99 00
sumac@sumac.is
sumac.is

National
Museum of
Iceland

The
Culture
House

Bríet Elfar, in orange

Angelic &
Electronic

BRÍET’s authentic pop is personal, catchy and,
above all else, completely new
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Timothée Lambrecq
At only 19-years-old, Bríet Elfar,
aka BRÍET, has the composure
of someone far older. When she
speaks, the young musician picks
her words carefully, sometimes
seeming surprised that she’s being
interviewed at all. It’s endearing,
and it underlines that she’s still acclimatising to the overnight fame
she found after releasing her first
single, “In Too Deep.” Released
eight months ago, the video has in
excess of 120,000 view on YouTube
and it has amassed almost 600,000
Spotify plays. For an unknown
artist from a small country, that’s
pretty much unheard of.

Starting small

National Museum of Iceland

The Culture House

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Bríet’s background in music is
atypical for an electronic pop artist. She started playing guitar at
11, and the majority of her musical experience comes from being
one half of a jazz duo. “I met this
guy who saw me playing and we
started playing together at restaurants, like dinner programmes,”
Bríet explains. “That’s actually my
favourite type of concert.”
Moving from small, intimate
restaurants to the big stage was
difficult. “The first time I ever

stood on stage and was like ‘hi,
I’m Bríet, and this is what I am
writing,’ rather than playing some
Billie Holiday song, I was at Sónar
Reykjavík.” She laughs quietly at
the absurdity of premiering her
work at one of the biggest festivals in the country. “I was shaking
backstage, like: ‘What am I doing
here?’”

Pure authenticity
But if anyone was meant to be at
Sónar, it’s Bríet. Her music has a
polished self-ass u r e d n e s s w ay
beyond most
artists, regardless of age. She
knows her sound
i n a w ay ma ny
young musicians
don’t. Smoot h
and breathy, sultr y but dancey,
her music walks
the line between
mainstream pop,
indie electronica
and R&B in a way that’s completely authentic. No matter what your
taste is, you can’t deny she’s got
something.

“In Too Deep” is illustrative of
this. While the lyrics are more-orless typical for pop songs, her voice
is so emotive that their simplicity crosses over from potentially
cheesy to nakedly honest. “I was
really in love at the time,” Bríet explains. “I wanted to do a love song
about being happy, but then I got
the idea of changing it: to start
with a girl who is happy, but then
has to go through the hard stuff of
love.”

Airwaves elation
The single was enough to win
her that coveted Sónar slot and a
tonne of international attention,
but playing Airwaves is still a big
deal for Bríet—especially in 2018,
the first gender-balanced edition
of the festival. “I love that,” she
smiles. “More and more girls are
coming out playing and I am really
excited to go out there and perform
as a woman. That said, it’s sad that
it’s happening now,
when it could have
happened so much
sooner.”
Br íet i s c u rrently working on
a new a lbu m, a
follow up to the EP
she released earlier
this year, and she is
taking on a variety
of projects in the
meantime. “Last
night I played with
one of the most
famous Icelandic singers, Friðrik
Dór, at his concert,” she says. “I’m
so tired.” She laughs. “But it was
amazing. It’s all been amazing.”

“I wanted to do a
love song about
being happy, but
then I got the
idea to start with
a girl who is happy, who has to go
through the hard
stuff of love.”
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Marshall Restaurant + Bar hosts SOE KITCHEN 101,
a temporary culinary project by chef Victoría Elíasdóttir,
artist Ólafur Elíasson, and the SOE Kitchen team.
Marshallhúsið, Grandagarður 20, 101 Reykjavík.
Bus route 14 (Listabraut)
To reserve brunch, lunch and dinner call +354 519 7766,
or info@marshallrestaurant.is, marshallrestaurant.is
KEXP, live and on the air

All About
The Music
KEXP’s 10 years of Airwaves
sessions have over 85m views

Words: John Rogers Photo: Charina Pitzel
Amidst the noise and chaos of
Iceland Airwaves, KEXP’s off-venue—which the Seattle radio station
has hosted for the last ten years,
mostly at Kex Hostel—has been a
staple. Each year the station broadcasts live video sessions by established stars and up-and-coming
prospects from Kex’s packed bar,
transmitting the atmosphere and
artistry of Airwaves to a global audience.

Good start
KEXP’s Chief Content Officer, and
the host of the station’s afternoon
show, is the affable Kevin Cole,
who is instantly recognisable for
his distinctive mane of silver hair.
An easygoing presence with a clear
reverence for music, Kevin is a long
time Icelandophile who first visited Iceland on holiday in 2005, sowing the seeds for the partnership.
“I wanted to experience the
midnight sun and the solstice,” he
says. “I was a fan of Icelandic music
of the 80s and 90s—Sugarcubes,
GusGus and múm—but when I
heard Sigur Rós’ second album in
1999, that sealed the deal. I just had
to come visit and see where this
music was created.”

Bringing the ‘P’
Kevin drove the Ring Road, “met
a lot of people, and bought a lot of

records.” Back in Seattle, he started
playing them out, and kept tabs on
the scene. Then, in 2007, he met
Hlynur Guðjónsson, Iceland’s U.S.
Trade Commissioner, at a music
event in New York where KEXP was
broadcasting live. “Band of Horses
were playing, and there was a lot
of excitement, and he turned to
me and said ‘we have to do this in
Iceland.’ Of course,
I said ‘Let’s do it.’”
The par tnership started with
a small team filming sessions with
handheld cameras at RÚV. They’d
send the content
to Kevin in Seattle,
seven hours behind,
who would air it the
next day.
The nex t step
was to broadcast
live. “I came out to
scout locations in the summer of
2011,” says Kevin. “Kex was just being finished. And it just felt like a
good vibe for us right away. And it
was KEX… we could bring the ‘P.’ It
was just fortuitous and cool.”

“It’s been remarkable,” says Kevin.
“We look at these trips as an opportunity for discovery. We get
recommendations, try and listen
to everything, see what we think
our listeners would like, and think
about artists that might not make
it out to Seattle in the near future.
We thought it would be cool to work
alongside bands and help make it
viable for them to come and play
in Seattle.”
Kevin has a clear fondness—
and demonstrable geekiness—for
the catalogue of sessions. He looks
through the list of artists, rapidly reeling off the names of artists
like Sudden Weather Change, FM
Belfast, Pascal Pinon, sóley, múm,
ADHD and Daníel Bjarnason. “If
you look at years one and two, it’s
incredible,” says Kevin. “MAMMÚT were a baby
band, as were Pascal Pinon. It’s been
super cool to build
relationships with
musicians over the
years, witness their
growth, and play a
bit of a role in their
evolution.”
When we talk,
the KEXP schedule for 2018 is still
coming together,
but Kev i n r u n s
through a couple of
the confirmed names—from huge
stars to bands playing the festival
for the first time—with an equal
amount of glee. “There’s just a lot
of incredible music being made in
Iceland,” he smiles. “We just feel
humbled to be involved, to connect music lovers and bands, and
to bring their music to the global
audience of music lovers that is
KEXP.”

13.10.2018–21.04.2019

Erró
Svart og hvítt

Black and White

“It’s been super
cool to build
relationships
with musicians
over the years,
witness their
growth and play
a bit of a role in
their evolution.”

Taking it home
Seven years later, KEXP has made
around 1,200 videos from 250 sessions, which have, astoundingly,
garnered over 85,000,000 views.

Share this: gpv.is/music

Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17
+354 411 6400
artmuseum.is

Open daily
10h00–17h00
Thursdays
10h00–22h00

Art

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is
t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

BIRGIR ANDRÉSSON

RAGNAR KJARTANSSON

INGÓLFUR ARNARSSON

ALICJA KWADE

HILDIGUNNUR BIRGISDÓTTIR

ERNESTO NETO

MARGRÉT H. BLÖNDAL

ARNA ÓTTARSDÓTTIR

ÓLAFUR ELÍASSON

EGGERT PÉTURSSON

HREINN FRIDFINNSSON

RAGNA RÓBERTSDÓTTIR

KRISTJÁN GUDMUNDSSON

KARIN SANDER

SIGURDUR GUDMUNDSSON

EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON

ELÍN HANSDÓTTIR

IGNACIO URIARTE

RONI HORN

THÓR VIGFÚSSON

CALLUM INNES

LAWRENCE WEINER

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

JANICE KERBEL

VISIT KÓPAVOGUR
CULTURE HOUSES
AND EXPERIENCE
Gerðarsafn
Kópavogur Art Museum

Cycle Music and Art Festival – Inclusive Nation

EXCLUSIVLY
INCLUSIVE
25/10 – 6/1 2019

The incomparable Sara Riel

Beyond Logic

Sara Riel’s ‘Automatic’ brings emotion into motion
Words: Claudia Schultz Photo: Lilja Birgisdóttir

Salurinn
Concert Hall

&

Exhibition

ENJOY JAZZ,
POP AND
CLASSICAL
MUSIC & MORE

Náttúrufræðistofa Kópavogs Natural History Museum of Kópavogur
Bókasafn Kópavogs Kópavogur Public Library

MENNINGARHUSIN.
KO PAVO G U R . I S

Hamraborg 4–6

Kópavogur

Bus 1, 2, 4, 28, 35 & 36

‘Automatic’ opens at Kling og Bang
in The Marshall House on October
20th at 17:00. It runs for five weeks,
with a programme of live and
connected events. More info: this.is/
klingogbang and sarariel.com.

Sara Riel sits casually on a blue
leather couch in her ‘almost New
York loft’ with her excited dog on
her lap. An espresso in one hand
and a laptop in the other, she talks
through a slideshow of her current
work. Her studio, brightened by big
industrial windows and an inspiring feeling of freedom, seems to
invite me to look around and let my
mind wander.
Sara gets up and walks towards
one of her works in progress—a
painting hanging high on the wall,
on a similarly large scale to her
expressive, colourful murals that

dot the city. She explains how, after a physical breakdown and time
spent in a rehabilitation facility,
she found the inspiration for her
new series.
“I was taking
my brain into another sphere,” she
says. “Walking in the industrial
area close my workshop, going to
the swimming pool and listening
to music and podcasts and books
by John Cage. It created a bridge to
my new pieces.”

the hand become stiffer. Everything becomes more controlled.”
The resulting ex hibition is
about showing and allowing this
instinctive, emotional process,
without tight control or overthinking. “Rather than doing it very
logically, like in previous work, I
wanted it to work more on an emotional scale,” Sara explains. “I don’t
get intimidated by a blank piece of
paper anymore. Art is a co-human
state of dropping
out that creates
a bridge into the
s t at e of b ei n g.
There are no mistakes on this journey, but only going forward and
seeing where it goes.”

“My work, to me, is
practiced. It’s like a
Samurai’s sword.”

State of being
Sara sees her current working process—after which ‘Automatic’ is
named—as an exercise in meditation; in going with the flow. “The
only thing I don’t want myself to
do is to edit and become self-critical,” she says. “Hesitation makes

Depth and creation
Sara’s new works are abstract,
but blurred, forms sometimes
appear; movements are traceable, and the moment of creation
is palpable. “When looking at the
paintings from afar, it’s possible
to see shapes and colours,” says
Sara. “Considering the paintings
in more detail, another level of understanding opens up.”
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Our Picks

Winter Is Here
Glacier
Until Nov. 30th - Ásmundarsalur
Ragnar Axelsson,
aka RAX, is one of
Iceland’s most
established pho-

tographers. He
famously spent
a lot of time in
Greenland, docu-

menting environmental changes
and winning the
trust of the Inuit
people to photograph them for
his ‘Last Days of
the Arctic’ series.
His new series,
‘Jökull’ (‘Glacier,’ in
English), focuses
entirely on nature.
A handsome series of large-scale
monochrome
prints in the airy
spaces of Ásmundursalur, his

new shots show
aerial views of the
glaciers’ surface;
the cracked, patterned ice receding into distance,
and abstraction.
A couple of striking works zoom
out to reveal the
snowbound, windblown landscapes
where these
hypnotic works
were taken. JR

Korkimon
Until Oct.
24th - Ófeigur
gullsmiðja
Melkorka Katrín
mixes pop
culture with
abstraction.
Using found

Erró: Black And White
objects and
bizarre shapes,
she serves up
mesmerising
sculptural messiness. BTW: The
name ‘Korkimon’
was inspired by
Pokémon. HJC

Until Dec. 31st Hafnarhús
Recently, the
artist Erró has
been exploring the darker
side of art.
Here, historical

leaders, Manga
characters, and
animated figures
are put side by
side in exclusively black and
white works—a
first for the artist. HJC

2 become 1: #ÖrunaMalexangrét
be a honeymoon
or a nightmare.
Here, Una MarIn the exhibition grét Árnadóttir
series ‘2 become and Örn Alexan1,’ artist couples der Ámundason
present their colmake a show
laborative work
together. So it
'Kisses.' HJC
could basically
Until Nov. 3rd Harbinger

October 19th - November 8th

Art Listings
Events are listed by venue. For complete listings
and detailed information on venues, visit
grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is
Opening
LISTASTOFAN
I’ve Been Looking For A Punchbag
All Day
Painter Martyna Daniel serves up
boxing equipment perfectly hued
for you to let out some aggression. It’s a wildly loud and eclectic
universe.
• Opens on October 25th, 2018
• Runs until October 27th, 2018
GERÐARSAFN KÓPAVOGUR ART MUSEUM
Inclusively Exclusive
Is having a national identity liberating or oppressive? Is patriotism
intrinsically a superiority complex?
This exhibits open a discussion on
this idea, with participants of vastly
different nationalities. It is held as
part of the Cycle Art Festival.
• Opens on October 25th, 2018
• Runs until January 6th, 2019
KLING OG BANG
Automatic / Sjálfvirk
Saral Riel’s solo exhibit goes against
scientific thought and logic. Instead,
it promotes improvisation, trust, and
self-exploration. One of the most
famous painters in Iceland, Sara is
known for the unexpected.
• Opens on October 20th, 2018
• Runs until November 25th, 2018

Ongoing

NATIONAL GALLERY OF ICELAND
Treasures Of A Nation
A selection of over 80 works chosen
from the national gallery’s collection
display the evolution of art since the
19th century.
• Runs until December 31st, 2019
Steina - Pergament
After working with old Icelandic
manuscripts, Steina sliced them together into an ink-drawing extravaganza. Blood red capital letters and
moth-eaten illuminations float for
an unforgettable experience.
• Runs until December 31st, 2018
Blossoming: Iceland's 100 Years As A
Sovereign State
This exhibition explores the preciousness and fragility of sovereignty to celebrate Iceland's 100th
year of self-rule.
• Runs until December 16th, 2018
Oracles
Karl Einarsson Dunganon bequeathed his life's work to Iceland.

Here, come see a selection of artwork, poetry, scrapbooks and more.
• Runs until January 27th, 2019
EINAR JÓNSSON MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
The museum contains close to
300 artworks including a beautiful
garden with 26 bronze casts of the
artist’s sculptures.
THE ÁSGRIMUR JÓNSSON COLLECTION
Korriró And Dillidó
Ásgrímur’s art explores the fears
and dreams of generations, as
mysterious Icelandic elves, trolls
and monsters finally take shape and
materialise as vivid beings.
• Runs until January 31st, 2019
MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
Behind The Scenes With 		
Einar Þorsteinn
In 2014, architect and mathematician Einar Þorsteinn Ásgeirsson gave
all his belongings to the museum.
Best described as a renaissance
man, the exhibit is full of curiosities.
• Runs until December 30th, 2018
Mannabein
Knitter Torfi Fannar Gunnarsson
takes over the entrance of the museum to knit some brightly coloured
ponchos right in front of your eyes.
• Runs until November 11th, 2018
ÁRBÆR OPEN AIR MUSEM
Daily Guided Tours
Tours are from 13:00 to 14:00
through its open air exhibits.
REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
Settlement Sagas
As Viking ruins meet digital technology, this exhibition provides insight
into Reykjavík's farms at the time of
the first settlers.
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM ÁSMUNDARSAFN
Ásmundur Sveinsson: Art For The
People
Ásmundur Sveinsson watched
Iceland grow from a poor agrarian
society into one of the richest in the
world. His sculptures reflect this,
presenting a conversation between
assimilation and innovation.
• Runs until December 31st, 2018
Invasion III: Matthías Rúnar Sigurðsson
In the Invasion series, artists

examine the career of sculpture
Ásmundur Sveinsson. This iteration sees stone sculpture Matthías
Rúnar Sigurðsson in dialogue with
Ásmundur.
• Runs until November 4th, 2018
REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Emilie
On the 2nd of February 2016, Emilie
Dalum was diagnosed with Hodgkins
Lymphoma. She documented the
next five months of chemotherapy
and remission with a vulnerable
photo series.
• Runs until October 29th, 2018
Family Photos
Three generations, together. The
Kassahús Clan presents a melange
of photos from the ages, spanning
their entire family.
• Runs until January 13th, 2018
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
Splendid Saddlery
In the past, beautifully-decorated
and ornate saddles were valuable
possessions. Here, see a collection
of them.
• Runs until October 21st, 2018
Discovering Iceland's Monastaries
Are you fascinated by really old
things? God? This exhibit combines
both, based on research by archaeologist Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir.
• Runs until May 26th, 2019
Who Is In The Picture?
The people in all of Aldreð D. Jónsson's pictures are now unknown.
Come see his outstanding body of
work, from 1931 to 1952, here.
• Runs until November 18th, 2018
Aldarminning
Hjálmar R. Barðarson took photos of
20th century Iceland, focusing on
the natural history. Think flora, rocks,
and birds.
• Runs until November 18th, 2018
WHALE SAFARI
Oceanic
Photographer and captain Friðrik
Örn presents a special exhibit featuring photos taken during whale
and puffin watching excurions.
• Runs until November 1st, 2018
I8
Seeing Believing Having Holding
Five American artists join together
to make composite objects and
images, generating conditions of
doubt, pleasure, and skepticism in
the face of physical fact.
• Runs until October 27th, 2018
BERG CONTEMPORARY
Somewhere (Over me the mountain)
John Zurier presents paintings
made over the Icelandic summer.
Using glue-sized pigments and oil
paints, the folds, bumps, and other
irregularities add to the aura of the
landscapes.

• Runs until December 22nd, 2018
WIND & WEATHER WINDOW GALLERY
Your Friend Jeff
Lee Lorenzo Lynch and Þorbjörg
Jónsdóttir's window installation is
a wash of bright colours and symmetry.
• Runs until October 27th, 2018
LIVING ART MUSEUM
Another Surface
Weightless, impermanent—a world
built in displacement. This is what
you can expect in Eygló Harðardóttir's paper sculptures.
• Runs until October 28th, 2018
REYKJAVÍK MARITIME MUSEUM
Fish & Folk
Name a better duo than fish and
Iceland. You can’t. So come learn
about the history of Icelandic fisheries from rowing boats to monstrous
motor boats.
Melckmeyt 1659
Melckmeyt was a Dutch merchant
ship that crashed near Flatey Islane
in 1659. Explore the wreck here.
NORDIC HOUSE
The Children's Book Flood
This exhibition provides a day of
creativity for children, including a
viking ship to craft on, and a dark
cave to dream of galaxies in.
• Runs until March 31st, 2019
Mats Wibe Lund
Norwegian photographer Mats Wibe
Lund has taken over 350,000 photos
of Iceland. Come see his stunning
landscapes in this foyer exhibition.
• Runs until November 11th, 2018
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS
Erró: Black & White
Here, historical leaders, Manga characters, and animated figures are put

Garðatorg 1· Garðabær
Open Tue - Sun 12 -17
www.honnunarsafn.is
honnunarsafn

Exhibitions:
Mannabein
knitting project by Torfi Fannar
Behind the scenes
with Einar Þorsteinn
filing the life of an extraordinary man

side by side in exclusively black and
white works—a first for the artist.
• Runs until April 21st, 2019
D34 María Dalberg: Buzz
María works with video installations,
photographs, sound, drawings, and
text to create a crazy first exhibition.
• Runs until November 25th, 2018
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM KJARVALSSTAÐIR
Jóhannes S. Kjarval: ...author of
great aspirations
Kjarval was one of the pioneers of
Icelandic art and is uniquely credited with making modern Icelanders appreciate it more. Come see a
special exhibit based on his poetry.
• Runs until April 21st, 2019
HANNESARHOLT
Þrándur Þórarinsson
From serene, sepia Reykjavík
cityscapes to mythology-based
"splatter paintings," to sharp-eyed
social commentary on the housing
market, Þrándur does it all.
• Runs until November 2nd, 2018
ART67
Georg Douglas
Here, see Georg Douglas's painting
'Neglected Flowerbed', an eccentric
take on flowers. There will also be a
limited number of signed posters
on sale.
• Runs until October 31st, 2018
STUDIO SOL
CIRCUMSPECTION
German photographer Claudia Hausfeld uses her photography to gain
a full comprehension of an object,
while also questioning whether such
a comprehension is even possible.
• Runs until November 25th, 2018

Film

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

FILM

The film is a harrowing single-shot journey through a tragic massacre

Something
Malevolent
This Way Comes

Olaf de Fleur on adventure and exploration
in the world of film
Words: Mulan Photo: Press Kit

Movie
Available on Netflix

Icelandic film director, scriptwriter and producer, Olaf de Fleur
Johannesson, enters the international Hollywood scene with Malevolent, which launched on Netflix October 5th. Set in Glasgow
during the 80s, the film follows
Angela (Florence Pugh) and Jackson (Ben Lloyd-Hughes) in the
lead as a scam-artist sibling duo
who have an unusual way of conning people: through the faking of
paranormal encounters.
Olaf ’s foray into filmmaking began in his twenties. “Very
simply, I was depressed,” he explains.“Then I saw a 14-year-old
girl on television who won a dance
competition. She was asked, ‘How
did you win this dance competition?’ And she said, ‘Well, I just
trained and decided to do it.’
When I heard that, I was like, I
want to do movies. How can I do
that? I called the television station, asked them to show me how
to record, how to edit movies, how
to do all of it.”

Just as Malevolent takes the audience on a journey, Olaf is continuing on his very own adventure
of growth as a director. His 2011
self-labelled “Nordic noir” genre
film, City State, launched the selftaught, Búðardalur-born director
from Iceland into the
world of Hollywood.
“[City State] had some
feel to it, which translated to a manager
from Los Angeles,”
he explains. Through
his 2011 film, Olaf was
invited to read the
script for Malevolent and give his
take on it. The rest is history.
Asked where he draws inspiration from, Olaf smiles and describes how he imagines his artistic voice contributing a single
tone, like a key on the piano, within an infinite orchestra of creations. The vivacity of life, with
its ups and downs, comes across
in the director‘s view on not just
his artistic ventures but also in
his every day outlook. “Life is an
adventure,” he confides. “That is
my tone. I wake up every day and
think, life is an adventure. Just
remembering that I‘m here to rep-

resent that one piano note. That‘s
the inspiration. And under that
inspiration is music, and in the
end is always family and friends.
That‘s why you do it.”

A Universal Theme
Presented with the opportunity
to discuss his emergence as Iceland‘s first-ever director of a Netflix horror film, it soon becomes
apparent that underlying the grim
genre of the movie, Olaf‘s work
follows a much more grounded
theme than the paranormal elements of the film would have you
believe at first glance. “On the
other the end of adventure, the
big part of any adventure, is that
life breaks your heart. It’s supposed to do it,” Olaf explains. As
such, although we are being told a
metaphysical story, it is still very
much a human story
about tragedy.

“I wake up
every day
Exploration
and think,
As to what’s next aflife is an ad- ter Malevolent, the
director admits with
venture.”

a shrug, “I never know
what I’m going to do. But it's going
to be a lot of fun. Pure fun.” Ultimately, Olaf’s way forward is to
go on his own adventure, inviting
his curious audience to join him.
“It is about honouring that thing
that you’ve got so that when you
look back, even when you weren’t
aware of it, it becomes fascinating,” he describes. “It becomes an
exploration.”

gpv.is/film
Share this + Archives
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Various Events

Thursday October 25th
Drag-Súgur DRAG-LAB
21:00 Gaukurinn
My Voices Have Tourettes
21:00 The Secret Celler
Opening: ‘Inclusively Exclusive'
18:00 Gerðarsafn
Knitting Club
13:30 Spöngin Culture House
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Café Lingua: Language Rendez-Vous
18:00 Veröld
The Loft Pub Quiz
20:00 Loft

Friday October 26th
Ólöf Arnalds & Sara Riel
21:00 SOE Kitchen 101
Halloween Walk-Ins
12:00 Valkyrie Tattoo Studio
Party Screening!:
‘Dazed And Confused’
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Reykjavík Kabarett
20:00 Þjóðleikhúsið
Shitbroke Friday
21:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
Inclusive Flow: Panel Discussion
16:00 Iðnó
CYCLE: Circle Flute Seminar
12:45 Listaháskóli Íslands
Vegan Sushi Potluck
18:00 Andrými

Saturday October 27th
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Halloween Walk-Ins
12:00 Valkyrie Tattoo Studio
Northern Laughs: Comedy Show
20:30 The Secret Celler
CYCLE: Requiem For A Whale
11:00 Sundlaug Kópavogs
CYCLE: Two Poets’ Duet

14:00 Gerðarsafn
Halloween Iceland 2018
21:00 Gaukurinn
Halloween Workshop
13:00 Borgarbókasafnið Grófin

Sunday October 28th
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Black Sundays:
‘Nightmare On Elm Street’
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Trouble In Tahiti
20:30 Tjarnarbíó
Guided Tour In English
11:00 National Museum Of Iceland
Sunday Yoga
12:00 Loft
CYCLE: Searching For Magic
14:00 Salurinn Kópavogur
Gloria Hole: Think You've Got Talent?
21:00 Kiki Queer Bar
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Seat Filler: Improvisational Comedy
21:00 The Secret Cellar
Halloween Walk-Ins
12:00 Valkyrie Tattoo Studio

Wednesday October 31st
Open Mic Stand-Up Comedy
21:00 The Secret Cellar
News Of The Week Discussion
19:30 Gerðuberg Culture House
'Frankenstein' National Theatre Live
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Halloween Screening: 'The Exorcist'
20:00 Bíó Paradís

Thursday November 1st
My Voices Have Tourettes
21:00 The Secret Celler
Knitting Club
13:30 Spöngin Culture House
Trouble In Tahiti
20:30 Tjarnarbíó
Pop Quiz
21:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa

Monday October 29th
Stand-Up Comedy (in English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn
'Frankenstein' National Theatre Live
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Miami Open Ping-Pong Tournament
20:00 Miami
Magic Viking: Music & Comedy
21:00 The Secret Cellar

Tuesday October 30th
Watercolouring Night
20:00 Loft
Funniest Four: Comedy Show
21:00 The Secret Cellar
'Frankenstein' National Theatre Live
20:00 Bíó Paradís

Check out events
from Nov. 2nd- 8th
online at grapevine.
is/happening & on
our app, Appening

Ukiumi Ulloriaq: The post-apocalyptic performance of the season

Friday October 19th
Reykjavík Kabarett
20:00 Þjóðleikhúsið
Party Screening!: 'The Craft'
20:00 Bíó Paradís
So You Think You Can Drag?:
Shae G’Day & MIss Gloria Hole
21:00 Gaukurinn
CYCLE Festival Pre-Discussion
17:00 The Marshall House
Saga Fest: The Northern Paths
14:00 Iðnó

Saturday October 20th

13:00, 15:00 Nordic House
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Gloria Hole: Think You've Got Talent?
21:00 Kiki Queer Bar
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Seat Filler: Improvisational Comedy
21:00 The Secret Cellar

Monday October 22nd
Miami Open Ping-Pong Tournament
20:00 Miami
Stand-Up Comedy (in English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn
Magic Viking: Music & Comedy
21:00 The Secret Cellar
‘King Lear’ National Theatre
Live Screening
20:00 Bíó Paradís

Saga Fest: The Northern Paths
20:00 Iðnó
Ukiumi Ulloriaq / "Winter Star"
20:30 Tjarnarbíó
Let’s Play With Plastic Beads!
13:00 Spöngin Culture House
The Falcon Bride: Njal’s Saga Retold
16:00 Nordic House
Northern Laughs: Comedy Show
20:30 The Secret Celler
‘King Lear’ National Theatre
Live Screening
20:00 Bíó Paradís
DoPPler: Norwegian Dance
Performance
16:00 Nordic House
Reykjavík Pop-Up Night Market
17:00 Gamla Bíó

Poetry Open Mic NIght
19:15 Stúdentakjallarinn
'Keep Frozen' Screening
21:00 SOE Kitchen 101
Funniest Four: Comedy Show
21:00 The Secret Cellar
Drink & Draw
20:00 Húrra
Watercolouring Night
20:00 Loft

Sunday October 21st

Wednesday October 24th

Miso Making Workshop
14:30 SOE Kitchen 101
Guided Tour In English
11:00 National Museum Of Iceland
Black Sundays: ‘Dirty Harry’
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Sunday Yoga
12:00 Loft
Who Will Comfort Toffle?:
A Moomin Play

The Writing Room:
A Space For Writers
16:00 Kringlan Culture House
Open Mic Stand-Up Comedy
21:00 The Secret Cellar
Special Screening:
‘Matangi / MAYA / M.I.A.’
20:00 Bíó Paradís
News Of The Week Discussion
19:30 Gerðuberg Culture House

Border (Gräns)

Tuesday October 23rd

The Guilty (Den Skyldige)

A customs officer who can smell fear develops an
unusual attraction to a strange traveller while aiding a
police investigation which will call into question her entire
existence. An exciting, intelligent mix of romance, Nordic
noir, social realism and supernatural horror that defies
and subverts genre conventions.
Premiers October 19th! Swedish with Icelandic subtitles.

A police officer assigned alarm dispatch duty enters a
race against time when he answers an emergency call
from a kidnapped woman. A gripping Danish thriller
praised by critics and won the audience awards on both
Sundance and Rotterdam film festivals.
Premiers October 26th! Danish with Icelandic subtitles.

Matangi/Maya/M.I.A.

Frankenstein

Drawn from a never-before-seen cache of personal
footage spanning decades, Sundance award winning
MATANGI / MAYA / M.I.A. is a startlingly personal profile
of the critically acclaimed Sri Lankan artist, chronicling her
remarkable journey from refugee immigrant to pop star.
One-night only screening October 24th @8PM!
English without subtitles.

National Theatre Live production directed by Academy
Award®-winner Danny Boyle, Frankenstein features
Johnny Lee Miller as Dr. Frankenstein and Benedict
Cumberbatch as his creation. Scientific responsibility,
parental neglect, cognitive development and the nature
of good and evil, are embedded within this thrilling and
deeply disturbing classic tale.
Playing October 29th+30th+31st @8PM!
English without subtitles.
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ART HOUSE CINEMA & CAFÉ
Hverfisgata 54 • 101 Reykjavik • Iceland • ��� ���� • Full schedule at bioparadis.is
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Alex Sinclair
Alex Sinclair is the marketing manager
of the Mengi organisation, and as such is
subject to a constant stream of new Icelandic music. We asked her to pick out
some of the most exciting Icelandic acts
on this year’s Airwaves lineup.
This could be you!

Airwaves Tipsters
Things to do and see straight from the professionals

Cheryl K. Ang
Words:
The Grapevine
Music Dpt.
Photos:
Art Bicnick

Cheryl K. Ang works at the Iceland Music
office, where part of her job is listening to
tonnes of new Icelandic music on a daily
basis, while munching down matcha Kit
Kats. A panellist at our 2018 Grapevine
Music Awards, she’s a source to be trusted. Here are her picks for the must-see acts
at this year’s Iceland Airwaves festival.

feels at once new but familiar, in a
wonderfully comforting way. I’m so
excited to see how his new album is
going to sound in a live setting.

Hugar

These guys are on the up and up, with
a new album due soon and some of the
best atmospheric sounds out there.
They have a great evocative cinematic
sound that’s a real treat. It’s the the
type of music that transports you
elsewhere and makes you forget about
time.

Aurora (NO)

There’s something magical about Aurora’s incredibly versatile, crystalline
voice. It carries itself effortlessly from
Oasis’ emotionally fragile ‘Half The
World Away’ to the dance-pop ‘I Went
Too Far’—the mix of folk and electronic elements is addictive, if nothing else.
I can’t wait to see what else comes of
her music.

Superorganism (UK)

Vök

These guys are so underrated. “Before”
is one of those songs that you’ve almost
certainly heard before but never knew
the name of, and if you’re looking for
feels, then Margrét’s gorgeously melancholy voice is all you really need.

Ólafur Arnalds

The best way I can think of to describe
Ólafur Arnalds’ music is being hit with
a heavy dose of nostalgia. Everything

If you ever wondered what memes
would sound like in musical form, Superorganism is your answer. This band
is the epitome of internet music, with
band members creating diverse tunes
from all over the world, with lyrics
that sound like Juno’s flowing stream
of consciousness. They’re impossible
not to love.

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com

aYia

Saying I am a super fan is probably putting it lightly? aYia is one of the most
exciting projects to have come out of
Reykjavik in recent years and their debut album is going to send them on a
path of world domination. Check them
out before they are too busy conquering the planet.

Berghaim

A good friend of mine describes Bergur in the following way ‘all the girls
want to be with him, and all the boys
wanna be him’ and I think that sums
him up perfectly. Berghaim is his new
solo project which is a bit more experimental and different to his usual indie
sounds, but it’s a great mix of storytelling and simple but engaging beats.
Definitely one for fans of ducks.

Madonna + Child

I love everything about this band.
Their aesthetic, their music and their
stage performance is unique, mysterious and creepy in the best possible way.

o
n.

Geoffrey
Skywalker
A mogul sitting near the top of the Partybær, Sticky Records, and the Prikið empire—the beating heart of the local rap
scene—Geoff has an eagle eye for what’s
new and worth checking out in 101.

Arnar Úlfur

Arnar is a full scale power-house of an
Icelandic rapper, so seeing him diverge
from his ordinary stage presence with
legendary band Úlfur Úlfur is special.
He delivers amazing technique with
his music and is already a veteran in a
young scene. Arnar also has a special
connection to crowds and his experience shines through. Plus, the music
itself is amazing.

Bagdad Brothers

I would nominate Bagdad Brothers as
the most diligent newcomers to Reykavík’s live music scene. Their self-described pop music is extremely experimental and vibrant, while at the same
time they are always searching for new
direction and inspiration. Don’t miss
them at Airwaves. Also, check out more
work from Bagdad Brothers publishing
company, post-dreifing.

Birnir

I have seen these guys perform so
many times I have literally lost count.
I once even chased them across Iceland
and saw them three times in one day.
They are that good.

The wildcard of the Icelandic hip-hop
scene, and the most talented rapper
to make his mark on the scene in the
last ten years. Coming off his latest release, MATADOR, he will surely deliver
a super fresh and crowd-friendly set.
Birnir’s festival performances always
go the extra mile. This is the one.

Une Misère

CYBER

JóiPé x Króli

I only saw these guys live very recently
at PrikPort and I loved it. Their energy,
tunes and willingness to climb dangerous structures whilst performing
makes them a highly engaging act to
watch. It’s safe to say I will be at all of
their shows from now.

All female hip-hop collective art-group
CYBER are sitting on a brand new project that will see the light of day soon.
The real value and vibe from this group
comes through during their live shows.
Expect extravaganza galore.

kef LAVÍK

It’s simple: Whatever you do, don't
miss kef LAVÍK. This band is amazing.
And it’s a rarity to see them perform
at a festival. Get on the bandwagon.
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A GUIDE THAT
FUCKS YOU UP

A selection from

Every
Happy
Hour
in 101 Reykjavík

Get the
complete
Happy Hour
listings!
Download
our free app
Appy Hour in
the Apple and
Android stores

AMERICAN BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK.

18:00 to 21:00,
Sunday from
19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

APOTEK
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 695 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.

ÍSLENSKI BARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

BAR ANANAS
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,600
ISK.

ÍÐA ZIMSEN
Every day from
19:00 to 22:00.
Beer 495.

BAZAAR
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK.
BÍÓ PARADÍS
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
BRAVÓ
Every day from
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.
DUBLINNER
Every day from
12:00 to 22:00.
Beer 700 ISK.
FORRÉTTABARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
GAUKURINN
Every day from
14:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.
GEIRI SMART
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK,
Cocktails 1,200
ISK.
HÚRRA
Mon-Sat from

ÍSAFOLD
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
KAFFIBARINN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine (On Wed.)
700 ISK.
KAFFIBRENNSLAN
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
KALDI
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
KEX HOSTEL
Every day from
15:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
KIKI QUEER BAR
Wed to Sun from
20:00 to 23:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 1,000 ISK,
Shots 600 ISK.
KUMIKO
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK,
Cocktails 1,700
ISK.
LOFT
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
LOFTIÐ
Wed to Sat from
16:00 to 21:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,

Cheap Food
Here are some deals
that'll keep your wallet
feeling happy and full.
1000 ISK And Under
Hard Rock Café
Every day
15:00 - 18:00
Nachos, wings &
onion rings 990 ISK
Dominos
Tuesdays–All day
Medium Sized
pizza w 3
toppings -1,000

ISK–Vegan option
KEX Hostel
Every day
15:00 - 19:00
Chicken wings 650 ISK
Baked almonds 500 ISK
Tapas Barinn
Every day

17:00 - 18:00
Half off of
selected tapas
Various prices
Deig / Le Kock
Every day–All day
Donut, coffee &
bagel -1,000 ISK
Sushi Social
▸NEW◂ Every day
17:00 - 18:00
Truffle potatoes
1,000 ISK
Avocado fries 690 ISK
Lobster sushi,

ribs & more 890 ISK

1500 ISK
And Under
HamborgaraBúlla Tómasa
Tuesdays–All day
Burger, french
fries & soda 1,390 ISK
Gló
Every day–All day
Bowl of the
month - 1,290 ISK
Vegan option

Shots 500 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
MARBAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
MATUR OG
DRYKKUR
Every day from
22:00 to 23:00.
Beer 475 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1,100
ISK
PABLO DISCOBAR
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
PRIKIÐ
Weekdays from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK.
PETERSEN SVÍTAN
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00,
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 890 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
SKÚLI CRAFT BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.

Beer 850 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.

15% DISCOUNT
15% discount of total bill, every day
IF you bring this ticket

SPÁNSKI BARINN
Every day from
14:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
STOFAN CAFÉ
Every day from
17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.
SUSHI SOCIAL
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK,
Half-priced
cocktails.
TAPAS BARINN
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
ÚT Í BLÁINN
Every day from
21:00 to 23:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
VEÐUR
Every day from
12:00 to 19:35.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
ÖLSTOFAN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

SALKA VALKA
FISH & MORE

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, Fish & Vegan Soups,
Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

SkólavörDustígur 23 • 101 reykjavík

Glacier
Walks

Featured Happy Hour
SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Hafnarstræti 1-3
15:00-18:00
Sæta Svínið
(Sweet Pig) is an
Icelandic GastroPub you can drop
by for lunch or
dinner, for drinks
and good quality
food in a casual

Shalimar
Monday - Friday
12:00 - 14:30
Curry - 1,290 ISK
Vegan option
Sæta svínið
Every day 15–18
Chicken wings 1,190 ISK
"Dirty" fries 1,390 ISK
Lemon
Every day
16:00 - 21:00
2f1 Juice +
sandwich
1,095 ISK
Vegan option
Uppsalir - Bar
and cafe
Every day

and fun atmosphere. Happy
offers beers from
645 and wines
from 745. They
also offer cocktail
deals on their—
trust us—incredibly cocktails at
1.195 to 1.245 ISK.
That's a deal. HJC

11:00 - 14:00
Burger & fries 1,390 ISK
Vegan option

2000 ISK
And Under
Essensia
Every day–All day
Lunch–catch of
the day - 1,980 ISK
Egill Jacobsen
Monday - Friday
11.00 - 16.00
Course of the
week - 1,990 ISK
Bryggjan
Brugghús
Monday - Friday
11:30 - 15:00
Dish of the day

Glacier Walk and
Northern Lights

Departures from Reykjavík

Call sales office from
08:00 - 20:00
or book online.

MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO@MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

soup & bread 1,690 ISK
Matarkjallarinn
Monday - Friday
11:30 - 15:00
Fisherman's fish
soup -1,990 ISK

11:30 - 16.00
Two course
lunch -3,390 ISK
Three course
lunch - 4,390 ISK

Kids Eat
Free:

3000 ISK
And Under

All Icelandair
Hotel restaurants

Egill Jacobsen
Monday - Friday
11:00 - 16.00
Course of the
week + soup &
bread - 2,490 ISK

At Prikið
if you order two
adult meals

5000 ISK
And Under
Apótek
Every day

At Haust
the buffet is
free for kids

Buy Shit

BUY
DIRECTLY
FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHO
MAKE
THEM
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WHAT'S IN THE BOX?!

Put Down
That Puffin

aromatic toiletries using ingredients like moss extracts, sea salt
and essential oils. You can browse
the range in various boutiques
and design shops downtown. JR

These things are loads better

Words: Grapevine Shopping Dpt. Photo: Adobe Stock Photos

Skólavörðustígur 19 • Borgartún 31
handknitted.is
t +354 552 1890

Keflavík
International
Airport

Whether you need original gift
ideas, non-basic souvenir tips,
or you just wanna treat yourself
to something on payday, here are
some distinctive bits and pieces
you could pick up as you wend your
way around the mean streets of 101.

at Fjallakofinn, an outdoor goods
store located right on Laugavegur
and at the Kringlan mall. Sturdy,
stylish and relatively inexpensive,
they also make a great non-typical
souvenir from Iceland—and you’ll
reduce plastic waste to boot! AF
Homewares: Crocheted stuff

Traveling the south coast or Golden Circle?

Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki
Vík

Hafið Bláa
restaurant with a view

T he Blue Sea

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is

483-3330 • raudahusid.is
10 minutes from Selfoss

at the Ölfusá bridge

open daily 11:30-22:00

5 minutes from Eyrarbakki

and Highway 1 in Eyrarbakki

We
specialize
in
Asian
Cuisine
Vietnamese Restaurant
➀ Laugavegur 27
➁ Suðurlandsbraut 8
Tel: 588 68 68

Book: Sjón CoDex 1962

Clothing: 66°NORTH Dyngja Jacket

The latest book from legendary
Icelandic author Sjón is his largest yet: a trilogy in one volume, no
less. Clocking in at a whopping 562
pages, it was twenty years in the
making, and it’s suitably epic in
scope, spanning eras, continents
and genres. If you’re looking for
something a little lighter, you
could get started with his earlier—and slimmer—works, such as
‘Moonstone’ or ‘The Blue Fox,’ but
this one is absolutely worth getting stuck into. Pick up a hardback
at Mál og Menning on Laugavegur
or any Eymundsson store. JR

Iceland’s top clothing brand,
66°NORTH, has been creating
weatherproof outerwear since
1926. Over the years, they’ve gotten
pretty good at it, from their ubiquitous beanie hats to the monstrous
Jökla parka, to this new addition
for 2018: the stylish, shiny Dyngja down jacket. It’s more intended for cold days in the city than
trekking on glaciers, this one—
you can try one on, and browse
other options, at their stores
dotted around dow ntow n. JR

Snack: Dried Icelandic
Sea Cucumber

Skincare: Angan Seaweed Bath Salt
Canteen: Laken from Fjallakofinn

pho.is

You’ve probably heard by now that
you don’t have to buy the water in
Iceland, but what if you just want to
buy bottled water to have a bottle
for refilling on your many adventures around the country? Then
we’d recommend getting any of
the Laken water canteens available

No Icelandic home is complete
without some attracted crocheted
st uff, li ke “grandma used to
make.” But if you’re lacking an Icelandic grandma, and don’t know
how to crochet, you can get that
cosy mid-century cabin feel anyway by picking up a blanket, cushion case, doily, wall-hanging or
decorative tablecloth from the Red
Cross store on Laugavegur. Not
only will it give your home a sense
of old-time Nordic-ness, but you’ll
be contributing to a good cause. JR

If you wish you could some Icelandic nature home with you,
there a few ways to do it. You
could buy one of those lava candle
holders—I mean sure, they’re a
bit cheesy, but they actually look
really good. Or you could go the
luxurious way with something
from ANGAN—a beauty products
company that makes decadent,

You’ve probably heard that Icelanders like seafood, dried fish and
seaweed. The next big hit is dried
Icelandic sea cucumber. Known as
a delicacy in East and Southeast
Asia, you can’t miss out on making
your own life more delicious by
getting your hands on one of these
dried sea creatures. They are supposed to have medicinal value, and
health benefits such as promoting
healing and boosting the immune
system. Also, they contain 18 types
of Amino acids, eight of which the
human body can’t generate. You
can buy them at the Sea Baron in
the old harbour. CS

gpv.is/lit
Share this + Archives
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FANCIES is where we talk to Reykjavík's most fashion-forward figures about style
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Art Bicnick

Victoria Heiður
Barthélémy

Victoria Heiður Barthélémy (22) is a cellist, violist, and classical singer.
Outside of that, she’s also a lifeguard.
Victoria is wearing:
▶▶ Black billowy pants. I don’t remember
where I got them.
▶▶ Heeled Hunter rain boots
▶▶ Random grey shirt
▶▶ Anchor ring
▶▶ Ear plugs
▶▶ Matt & Nat bagArm and chest tattoos by Habba Nero & Noksi
▶▶ Mac & NYX lipstick
Describe your style in 5 words: Independent, dark, sophisticated. Just
give me black and I’ll be happy.
Favourite stores in Reykjavík:
I don’t shop in Reykjavík much because I am broke as fuck, but I really
like jewellery stores like the Hidden
People. They sell stones and such.

Favourite piece: My body modifications. I
have my tongue split, ears stretched, and
lots of tattoos. I think it is the best thing,
a calculated distortion of the body. It’s
clothes but it’s not, it’s a part of you.
Lusting after: Ear weights. Glass ones. I have
ordered some and I can’t wait.
Least favourite trend: I don’t think that
people ever have to follow rules or trends. I
feel like trends are a sad part of modern society. People follow trends to feel like they
are not alone. I guess, at the same time, it’s
a good thing because it makes them feel
better. But really, don’t do what people tell
you. Just do you.

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

HAPPY HOUR
DRINKS & SMALL PLATES

15–18 EVERY DAY
All cocktails, beer on tap
and house wine by glass
– HALF PRICE!

We also offer two small courses
on Happy Hour price!

STOP BY FOR THE HAPPIEST HAPPY HOUR IN TOWN ...

Open 11:30–23:30

SÆTA SVÍNIÐ // Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

Food

Find the best
food in Iceland!
Download our
free dining
app, CRAVING on
the Apple and
Android stores

any pans
for
luncH?
Looks pretty, but left much to be desired

A Series Of
Unfortunate Events
Clueless capers at Kopar

Words: Shruthi Basappa Photo: Art Bicnick

FISH panS

Survival of the fittest could well apply to Reykjavík restaurants. Never
has there been such an abundance
of eateries, so it’s mystifying that
natural selection hasn’t yet weeded
out the likes of Kopar.
Headed by Ylfa Helgadóttir,
Kopar’s location—with a top floor
view over Reykjavik’s old harbour—
was widely appreciated. However,
the website’s description of the
‘fresh and energetic atmosphere of
the old harbour’ as part of the dining
experience is rather ironic.

Reykjavík curse
icelandic "plokkfiskur"
Onion, garlic, potatoes,
celery, lime, white wine,
cream and butter

1,950 isk

arcTic cHar
Honey, almonds, cherry–
tomatoes, lemon and butter

2,200 isk
redfisH

Chili, celery root, sour cream,
corn, lemon and cream

2,200 isk

My earliest meal at Kopar this year
was during the Food and Fun festival, when guest chef Amandine
Chaignot wooed us with a flawless
crispy-skinned trout dish, prepared
with technical precision so on-point
that I haven’t stopped thinking
about it since. I went back for lunch
a few months later with memories
of that skillful execution still fresh
in my mind.
The ‘catch of the day’ (1990 ISK)
startled me back to reality. It’s well
priced, but the ubiquitous cop-out
combo of fish fillets, a mound of
spuds, an orange and white purée,
and some greens is an ubiquitous
lunch special curse that needs to be
lifted. The chefs wouldn’t be able

to pick out their own dishes from a
line-up. Restaurateurs, are you listening?

Clueless capers
Dinner a few weeks later got off to
a disastrous start with two beautiful-looking cocktails—Violetta
Mojidito and a Moscow Mule (2,090
ISK)—that were liquid proof that
being Instagram-ready maketh
not a delicious drink. The hostess
swapped them with
a disco pink offense,
its burning rosemary twig a failed
attempt to lure us
back into the fold.
The Cod Tongues
(2,190 ISK) were a
m issed opport unit y. W hen deep
fried, cod tongues
have a velvet y
creaminess—a characteristic complimented at Matur og Drykkur
with a tempura-like batter. Here,
they’re speechlessly sandwiched
between XL swathes of heavy batter. The Raw Scallop (1,990 ISK) was
the only highlight of the meal, the
contrasting hot and cold of the spicy
jalapeños and cold shellfish so good
that the misused dill crumble was
forgiven.

Haphazard cooking
We longed for absolution in the
main course; it had been a bitingly
cold walk to the restaurant and we
hoped to be warmed inside and out.
However, the Beef Cheek Bourguignon (4,990 ISK) is a dish the French
would guillotine Kopar for. It was
so deconstructed that we were as
befuddled as the waitress, who exclaimed she’d never tried the dish
herself. A lonely hunk of dry cheek
sits glazed in a puddle of overcooked
sauce and split butter reminiscent
of reduced balsamic.
The Grilled Monkfish (5,490 ISK)
is an all out affront to any sensitivity—gigantic broccolini ‘trees’ deepfried in their thick house batter atop
a mound of basil pesto, pineapple
and pomegranate arils. Ironically, it was the absence of Fish and
Chips that drew me to Kopar; little
did I know we’d be
trapped in a deepfried nightmare.
Where is the fish,
you wonder? Sitting
forlorn in its own
puddle of underseasoned misery.
The problem at
Kopar is that no two
elements seem to
speak to each other.
The kitchen seems hell-bent on
forcing a ‘twist’ onto everything in
sight, and nothing is sacred, nor delicious. This is further compounded
by the miserably earnest snail-paced
service from waiters oblivious about
the wares they peddle. Pull up your
socks Kopar, your cooking needs to
catch up to your popularity.

“Where is the
fish, you wonder? Sitting
forlorn in its
own puddle of
underseasoned
misery.”

plaice
Tomatoes, capers, parsley,
lemon and butter

2,200 isk

salmon (lacTose–free)
Parsnip, broccoli, cashews,
coconut oil, chili and lemon

2,200 isk

our fisH pans are always served
wiTH buTTer–fried icelandic
poTaToes & fresH salad

What do you know about Ban Thai

restaurant

Laugavegur 130, Reykjavík

B E S T T HA I F O O D 2 0 1 8
also 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012,
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
TOP TEN

BEST RESTAURANTS IN ICELAND

Always been the best
from the reviews

in our local people
and local newspaper.
There's a reason why
we get an award
every once a year

DV. 17.06.11

Best goddamn restaurant 2011
lækjargaTa 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

www.banthai.is
Ban Thai is not “fast food”
food made fresh from scratch,
it‘s not pre-made,
every item in the menu
take some time to cook,

Please prepare your time
before you come

many famous people are regulars here

tel : 5522-444, 692-0564

banthai@banthai.is
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Skerpikjøt on its way

Tasting The
Landscape

Faroese restaurant KOKS is a fireworks
display of culinary invention
Words: John Rogers Photo: Timothée Lambrecq
“It’s not far,” says the driver, with
a smile, as myself, a photographer,
and three older couples clamber
into the back of a high, rugged 4x4.
The car bounces off down a rough
dirt track, leaving the car park and
Route 40 behind as we speed out
across the sandy shore of the wide,
glittering lake of Leynavatn. The
car shakes as we plunge through
the shallow waters at the shoreline, sending foamy plumes shooting overhead in a dramatic deluge.

Remote foodie
destination
It’s an unexpected entrance to the
new location of KOKS, a lauded
restaurant that went from being
an eccentric fine-dining eatery to
“the world’s most remote foodie
destination,” according to The New
York Times, after winning a Michelin star in 2017. With young chef
Poul Andrias Ziska at the helm, it’s
an intriguing Faroese outpost of
New Nordic cuisine. The 17-course
tasting menu focuses on seasonal,
local and foraged ingredients—
and ‘ræst,’ an infamous local tradition of heavily fermented meat.
With bookings going through
the roof, the shift of location was a
surprise. But as we step out of the
4x4 and walk up a grassy path to
a smart greeting line of the KOKS

staff in the midst of a mountainous green valley, the peace of the
new site sinks in. We’re yet to taste
a morsel, and the evening already
feels like journey.

Urchin and beach herbs
The new dining room is a raftered,
cabin-like space with views down
to a river below. The meal gets off
to a quick start, with champagne
and a series of immaculate appetisers—queen scallop that “was
alive two minutes
a g o ,” l u m p f i s h
r o e w it h l ov a g e
and egg yolk, sea
urchin with pickled parsley stems,
and sugared kelp
with “beach herbs”
that are fresh as a
spring morn ing
walk. Two waiters
place each dish on
the table crisply,
swishing them away afterwards
with a practised theatrical flair.
Next come the ræstkjøt courses.
A traditional preserving technique
involving air-drying lamb in a
slatted shed for several months,
this intensely flavoured meat has
a pungent “rotten” smell, and a
strong, gamey taste. KOKS, of
course, serves it in unusual ways:

the skerpikjøt comes with mushrooms and lichen, and there’s a
tallow fat and parmesan cracker
version. “It’s like I put a whole farm
in my mouth,” says my companion. “Like eating a whole sheep in
one bite.” I can’t argue—ræst is a
memorable experience, to say the
least.

Intense and
eye-opening
After a palette-cleansing rhubarb
compote, comes the seafood courses. An oily halibut ceviche is buried
in sappy green leaves with crunchy
grilled buckwheat; the shredded
crab is set off by smokey grilled
leeks and a mild elderflower broth.
Meaty blue mussels are drenched
in a vividly green, herbaceous parsley sauce; the cod soup comes with
snappy, verdant peas; the baccalao
is a tender, gently salted mouthful
of perfection; the monkfish with
kale purée, chickweed and intense
b e ef brot h i s a n
eye-opening combination. The Faroese
landscape comes to
life through these
glorious dishes.
It’s like a fireworks
display of culinary
invention.
By the time we
f i n i sh w it h de sserts of f loral ice cream, dulce
crème brûlee and tart rhubarb
with smoked cream, three hours
have passed in a flash. KOKS may
have moved location, but the cuisine remains at the absolutely top
level—it’s an unforgettable feast,
and a worldwide one-of-a-kind.

“Meaty blue
mussels come
in a vividly
herbaceous
parsley sauce;
the baccalao is
a mouthful of
perfection.”

REYKJAVÍK’S
FIRST
BREWPUB

REYKJAVIK

EST. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP
Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons

2.390 kr.

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður

2.600 kr.

FISH OF THE DAY

lunch from
1.690 kr

chef´s special

3.890 kr.

Lunch offer from 11:30 - 14:00 1.990 kr.

ÓÐINSTORG | 101 | REYKJAVÍK | ÍSLAND
BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS * GRANDAGARÐI 8 101 REYKJAVÍK * 00354 456 4040 * WWW.BRYGGJANBRUGGHUS.IS

SNAPSBISTRO.IS | +354 5116677

Travel
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Oh, To Be
A Bird!
Local history becomes art at Safnahús Borgarfjarðar
Words: Jennifer Fergesen Photos : Einar G.G. Pálsson

Distance from
Reykjavík:
75km
Further
information:
safnahus.is
How to get there:
Drive Route One
North

From outside the blocky building it
shares with the local library, Safnahús
Borgarfjarðar passes as the kind of
low-tech local museum one finds in
any small town around the world. You
know the type—glass cabinets full of
staid-faced porcelain dolls, phased-out
farm tools, empty eggshells arranged
by species—the dust-coated debris of
obsolescence.
In fact, through most of its history,
Safnahús Borgarfjarðar fit neatly into
this category of museum: it featured
a smorgasbord of artifacts from Borgarnes’ past, as well as enough taxidermied animals to fill an Icelandic
Noah’s Ark. The museum continued
in this capacity until 2007, when
Guðrún Jónsdóttir took over the position of museum director. A passionate
supporter of the arts (and mother of
Grapevine illustrator Elín Elísabet),
she saw the untapped creative potential in this motley collection.

A different kind
Guðrún explains the museum’s meta-

gpv.is/travel
Follow all our
travels

morphosis in the orientation speech
she gives to every visitor. “This is a different kind of museum. And the reason
it is different is because of him,” she
says, gesturing to a photograph
of Snorri Freyr Hilmarsson, a set designer
based in Reykjavík. She invited
Snorri to reinterpret the
m u s e u m’s
collection
through
an artistic,
rather than
c u rator ia l,
lens.
The result
w a s ‘B ör n í
100 ár’ (‘Children Throughout
a Century,’ in English), a visual poem of
an exhibition that opened in
2008. Snorri transformed the main
hall of the museum into a floor-to-ceiling family album, its undulating black

Sit down and observe

walls papered with images of daily life
in twentieth-century Iceland. Some of
the photographs camouflage hinged
doors, behind which lie artifacts and
snippets of text that share
only the most tenuous
of con ne c t ion s.
A p or t ra it of
three sisters,
for example,
opens to
reveal a
stained
tennis
dress and
a passage
from a
medical
text describing
waterbirth. A
snapshot of a
bright-eyed baby
hides a taxidermied
duck ling and a verse
about the ephemeral nature of
childhood.

Fly, friend

Endless, dreamlike field
Other than the hidden excerpts, ‘Börn í
100 ár’ is a textless installation; Snorri
made the conscious decision not to include any of the explanatory placards
one usually sees in museums. He suggests that visitors take the time to walk
through the room without opening any
of the cabinets. The effect is an intimate, universalising experience that
anyone—regardless of age, nationality
or reading ability—can understand. (If
visitors wish to learn the provenance
of each photograph, they can pick up
a catalog—offered in a variety of languages—from the front desk.)
Snorri and Guðrún collaborated
again to create the museum’s second
permanent exhibition, ‘Ævintýri fuglanna’ (renamed ‘Oh, to be a bird!’ in
English), which opened in 2013. Here,
Snorri tackles the museum’s prodigious collection of taxidermied birds
in a disorienting space that recalls a
Yayoi Kusama Infinity Room. Rather
than ferreting away the specimens in
cabinets or drawers, Snorri arranges

“The play
of light is
enough to
suggest an
endless,
dreamlike
field, full of
birds in all
the poses of
life.”
them in a single glass case surrounded by mirrors. Though the
installation is small enough to
lap in seconds, the play of light
is enough to suggest an endless,
dreamlike field, full of birds in
all the poses of life. A soundtrack
of bird sounds—not merely their
calls, but their heartbeats and the
beating of their wings—further
immerses the viewer.

Owl eats tern
Like the artifacts in ‘Börn í 100
ár,’ the birds are arranged according to a scheme that is more
poetic than taxonomical. “People
sometimes ask about the birds,”
says Guðrún. “Why is the owl next
to the tern, for example? A child
could deduce the answer to that
question: because the owl eats the
tern. That’s how the artist thinks.”

It's a bird! It's a plane! Just kidding, it's a bird

That artistic logic seems to inspire unusually profound thought
in visitors, Guðrún has observed.
“Visitors write things in the guestbook that are very personal,” she
says. More than just their names.
Someone wrote ‘My grandfather
died last year.’ Why would someone write that in a museum guestbook? Because this is a very different kind of museum.”
Though Safnahús Borgarfjarðar
strays from the mold, it retains the
most charming qualities of the
small-town cabinet of curiosities
it used to be. Guðrún, as well as
the rest of the knowledgeable staff,
are among those charms. There
are few big-city museums where
the director works the front desk,
ready to chat about art with whoever walks through the door.
“I’ve learned a lot about the art
over these years,” Guðrún says. “In
fact, I think I know the art better
than the artist does. I never get
tired of talking about it.”

Main sponsor:

Harpa Concert Hall / sinfonia.is / harpa.is / (+354) 528 50 50

The museum is good for all ages

@icelandsymphony / #sinfó
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Brewing
Community
Beljandi Brewery’s recipe for a hoppier Breiðdalsvík
Words & Photos: Eli Petzold

Distance from
Reykjavík:
613 km
How to get there:
Route One south,
continuing beyond
the turnoff for the
Öxi mountain pass
Flights provided
by: gocarrental.is
Accommodation
provided by:
havari.is

If you want to know how a hip microbrewery like Beljandi ended up in
Breiðdalsvík, a tiny town in Iceland’s
remote East Fjords, ask Elís Pétur Elísson about the mounted reindeer head
that overlooks his pub. The story—
like, perhaps, many good stories—begins with a hunting trip and a bottle of
whiskey. In 2016, after a long day spent
hunting, Elís cracked open a bottle of
whiskey with his friend Daði Hrafnkelsson. Both Daði, a dentist in Denmark, and Elís, whose investments in
local fishing had paid off, wanted to
use their spare cash to revitalize their
hometown. But how? They tossed
around ideas, working their way
through the whiskey. By the middle of
the bottle, it was agreed: they would
open a brewery. “We shook hands and
started planning,” Elís says, “but of
course by the bottom of the bottle we
were way too drunk to put together
a business plan.” Completely serious,
if not sober, they proceeded with the
project, returning to Breiðdalsvík
with the kernel of an idea, a hangover,

A fishing boat, yesterday

and the massive reindeer head that
now surveys the spacious beerhall like
a guardian spirit, memorializing the
brewery’s boozy conception.

Uses and abuses
Like many small fishing villages,
Breiðdalsvík had suffered a slow, but
steady recession over the previous
two decades: younger generations
were moving away, leaving an aging
population and few opportunities for
cultural growth and civic pride. But
Elís and Daði saw promise in the disused, crumbling buildings that dot
the town’s small centre. Shortly after their excursion, they bought the
abandoned building that now houses
Beljandi. Built as a slaughterhouse,
its subsequent uses and abuses left
mounds of rubbish for the two to clear
out.
Still, they were intent on preserving the character of the building.
With few major architectural interventions, it’s easy to imagine herds

of sheep huddled downstairs on the
killing floor where the gleaming gadgetry of beer alchemy now stands. The
upstairs space, once used for salting
and drying sheep pelts, now houses
the cozily spare beerhall—Breiðdalsvík’s only bar. Elís and Daði aimed to
fundamentally alter day-to-day life in
this town of 139 residents. “If people
wanted to grab a drink, they used to
have to go to someone’s house,” Elís
says, “Now they can go to the bar, sit
down, and have a chat.”

Small-town sitcom
Beljandi, however, is not Elís’ sole experiment in reimagining the town’s
social possibilities; with his wife,
Helga Rakel Arnardóttir, Elís has
breathed new life into Kaupfjélagið,
the old general store directly beside
Beljandi. Decorated with wares and
ephemera from a predigital world, the
reimagined Kaupfjélagið is as much
a repository of local history as it is a
convenience store: signs and archival

A hoppin' good time

documents on every wall blazon the
provincial minutia of Breiðdalsvík’s
past. By opening a casual eatery in the
shop—dishing up local fish and chips,
homemade cakes, and the occasional
reindeer burger—Elís and Helga have
nestled within their nostalgic time
capsule a vibrant and contemporary
community hub. In the sitcom of everyday life in Breiðdalsvík, Kaupfjélagið is, without a doubt, the primary
set piece. A regular cast of locals trade
breezy banter over bottomless coffee;
a carton of milk is simply a pretext for
seeing who’s around.
In a town like Breiðdalsvík, with its
abundance of cheap, unused properties, Elís underscores how easy it can
be to affect societal change. “Things
don’t happen by themselves,” he says,
“But if people are willing to take some
chances, to do something out of the
ordinary, you can make a huge change
in a small place like this.” It helps,
of course, if that agenda for societal
change includes the promise of a
crisp, hoppy IPA.
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“We shook
hands and
started
planning, but
of course by
the bottom
of the bottle
we were way
too drunk to
put together
a business
plan.”

No bare walls here

An unassuming spot

AURORA REYKJAVÍK
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS CENTER

Elís is proud of his work

Can’t catch the Northern Lights?
Don’t worry, we have already done it for you!

MULTIMEDIA EXHIBITION

360° VIRTUAL REALITY

TIME-LAPSE MOVIE THEATER

Maritime
museum
CCP
Icelandair
Hótel Marina

Aurora
Reykjavík

The old
harbour
Harpa
Music hall
Reykjavík
Art museum
Kolaportið
flea market

Grandagarður 2 | 101 Reykjavík
Tel: +354 780 4500
Bus 14 | Free Parking
www.aurorareykjavik.is

Open daily 09:00 - 21:00

10%
OFF
with this voucher

Travel

Distance from Reykjavík: 613 km
How to get there: Route One south, continuing
beyond the turnoff for the Öxi mountain pass
Car provided by: gocarrental.is
Accommodation provided by: havari.is

ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
makes world’s best sushi

TOWN GUIDE

Breiðdalsvík
Charming village lies on the coast
with great seascapes

ists alike keep the place abuzz
from open to close. Try their fish
and chips, made from the fish that
arrives in Breiðdalsvík’s harbour;
or, perhaps, the reindeer burger
that regularly appears as a rotating special.

Words & Photos : Eli Petzold

The best of Icelandic produce
with a nod to Japan and South
America. Modern Icelandic
flavours, share plates and award
winning cocktails.

SOCIALIZE
WITH THE
LOCALS

Unlike its nearest neighbours to
the north, which nestle within
the steep embrace of narrow
fjords, the small fishing village of
Breiðdalsvík sits along a wide cove
that opens onto a low-lying valley.
Despite its miniscule population
of about 140 residents, the town
bursts with civic pride, thanks to
the concerted efforts of a few eager
proprietors. A casual stroll along
the active harbour road reveals
some of the oddities that set the
town apart: decomposing reindeer
heads, a brilliantly orange lighthouse, and picturesque weatherworn fishing shacks. But there are
enough reasons to spend an entire
afternoon or spend the night in
town.

Explore:
Routes 964, 966, 95

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is

A small network of roads extending into the valley west of
Breiðdalsvík offers views of a landscape that toes the line between
pastoral and epic. Natural gems
scatter the region along these
under-travelled roads; but, with
informational signs few and far
between, it’s the perfect place to
let curiosity and adventure guide
you. At the heart of the valley, the
Breiðdalsá river tumbles down the
short, but staggeringly broad falls
at Beljandi. Further up the valley,
tucked within a recess in a dark
cliff wall, the narrow Flögufoss

waterfall passes under a narrow
rock arch before plummeting into
a moss-splotched hollow.

Drink:
Beljandi Brewery

Stay: Hótel Bláfell
With a vivid blue roof and a rainbow walkway leading to its front
steps, the rustic Hótel Bláfell
provides a welcome splash of colour amidst the dull greys and
browns of Breiðdalsvík. Offering
46 cosy rooms, a Finnish-style
sauna and a restaurant, Hótel
Bláfell promises comfort at the
beginning or end of a long day’s
adventure.

Once you get over the initial surprise of encountering a craft microbrewery in such a tiny town,
it’s well worth sipping a pint (or
four) of the various drafts cooked
up by Beljandi Brewery. Despite
the building’s former history as
a slaughterhouse, Beljandi’s amiable bartenders, pool table and
book exchange library have transformed the space into a welcoming, unpretentious watering hole.

Swim: Íþróttamiðstöð
Breiðdalshrepps

Eat: Kaupfjélagið
If you want to get a sense of daily
life in Breiðdalsvík, grab a bite
at the café in Kaupfjélagið, the
town’s old general store. A constant stream of locals and tour-

Set on the edge of tow n, the
swimming pool and hot tub at
Breiðdalsvík’s municipal sporting
facility offer a grand mountain
view interrupted only by a short
perimeter wall that (thankfully)
shields the area from piercing
winds. Although its opening hours
are restricted to afternoons and
evenings in the summer months,
the view makes for a worthwhile
visit if the timing is right.
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Island Life

Hot news from the cold Icelandic countryside
Words: Andie Fontaine
The Ministry of Transport
and Local Government has
opened up applications
for mini markets in the
countryside, the purpose
of which is to give
financial assistance
to small markets
in areas far from
municipal
areas. People
who live in
the middle of
nowhere need
to buy things,
too, after
all. The only
conditions are
that the stores must be
far from any population
centres.

ÍSAFOLD
RESTAURANT

Residents of Egilsstaðir were alarmed earlier this month to
see an unknown foam rising up from a storm drain. Health
and utilities services to be called out to inspect the substance. Mysteriously,
all traces of the white
foam disappeared
within an hour of its
appearance. No
one knows what
the foam was
comprised
of or what
caused it
to come
bubbling
up from the
sewers.

For the very first time, Halloween celebrations will be held in Þorlákshöfn, from October 29 to November 4. Dubbed “Þollóween”, it promises
to be a family-friendly spooky time, replete with costumes, a haunted
house, a spooky disco and much more.

Best Of Iceland

A selection of winners from our Best Of Iceland travel magazine

West: Best Café
Fjöruhúsið

South: Tour
Vigur Island

East: Best Bar
Beljandi Brewery

If the weather is good, there might
not be a better view in Iceland than
that from the patio of this seaside
café. The cosy spot faces the Baðstofa rock formation, where calls of
nesting birds echo with the rush of
the tide. “The location is stunning,”
the panel notes. “Their coffee and
food is incredible too. The seafood
soup is a standout, as are their cakes
and waffles.”

Vigur is an island in the middle of
Ísa. With more avian residents than
humans, the island features a single
row of buildings, including the tiniest post office ever, and even a windmill. The island is small enough to
explore in a day, and there’s a boat
that comes and goes from nearby
Ísafjörður. Or if you’re the type who
prefers to earn your idyllic island
time with exercise, it can also be
reached by a kayak tour with Ögur
Travel or Borea Adventures.

The tiny seaside town of Breiðdalsvík is located on Route One between
Djúpivogur and Stöðvarfjörður, and
it’s the perfect place to stop for some
refreshments thanks to the Beljandi
Brewery and bar. “They have their
own beer on tap, which is brewed
downstairs,” said the panel. “Upstairs, there’s a nice bar with a pool
table. They have funny opening hours
in the winter, so check ahead, but in
summer they’re open every evening.”

A ROMANTIC

& LUXURIOUS
RESTAURANT

IN THE OF

REYKJAVÍK
Þingholtsstræti 5, 101 Rvk | +354 595 8535
www.isafoldrestaurant.com

#eatinthecenter

BREAKFAST, BRUNCH, LUNCH, DINNER

Your journey
to the Golden
Circle starts at
Þrastalundur

LIFE IN PICTURES

FISCHER

Text: Valur Grettisson & Hanna Jane Cohen
Photos: Timothée Lambrecq
Fischer, owned and run by Jónsi from Sigur
Rós and his family, is no ordinary shop. It’s
full of extraordinary experiences that involve all the sense organs, like smelling and
touching the unknown. Our photographer,
Timotheé Lambrecq, observed guests of this
small concept store in the heart of Reykjavík, where people of all ages experienced an
intriguing journey through sight and sound.

Art to provoke all the senses

Great place to see
the northern lights!

Lovely Restaurant with a Stunning View! We stopped @
Thrastalundur on our way to Geysir (40 min away). Everything about this
place was just magical - the food, the coffee, the view and the team. Highly
recommend for anyone who wants to rest in a very picturesque scenery
and enjoy truly Icelandic hospitality! – Aga J. – Tripadvisor.
Food was so good, we came back twice! We really enjoyed eating at
Þrastalundur Restaurant. We tried the lamb soup, fresh brook trout, and leg
of lamb. It was a Sunday, and they had a lovely two-piece band playing. The
staff really made us feel at home, and gave us some travel suggestions for
the Golden Circle. We enjoyed it so much, we came back the next night for
pizza, soup, and beer. – Kim H. – Tripadvisor.
More than outstanding pizza Lovely restaurant situated in very
seenic spot on a river bank. In summer one can see people fly fishing.
The service was very good. Food was good and the atmosphere good.
Will definately go there a.s.a.p. Old but renovated in good taste. Brunch
yummie. Thank you. I loved it – Sigga_Hallgr. – Tripadvisor.

/thrastalundur
/thrastalundurr

Þingvellir
National Park

Eye see you, reader

Gullfoss
Geysir

Reykjavík
Kerið
Hveragerði

Þrastalundur

SINCE 1928
A dog, some pineapples, and a contemplative man

A perfumed book wows one young viewer

Hello darkness, my new friend

The store attracted guests of all types

HAPPY
HOUR

SOE Kitchen provided some tasty snacks

TAPAS+drINKS
EVERY DAY 17–18
Sangria and wine by glass, cocktails
and beer on tap – half price!
Patatas bravas 890 kr.
Chicken wings Piri Piri 990 kr.
Chicken in chili crumbs 990 kr.
Lamb tenderloin in licorise-sauce 990 kr.
Bacon wrapped scallops and dates 990 kr.

RESTAURANT- BAR
A young DJ at work

Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is
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WAR OF THE NERDS

Iceland Vs.
Iceland
The World Cup of idiocy
Words:
Hannah Jane
Cohen

WELL, YOU ASKED

Just Some
Mayo In
The Matrix
Words: Claudia Schultz
Why do millenials hate
mayonnaise so much? -AJ
W here to start. First of all, isn’t
mayon naise one of the blandest
c ond i ment s i m a g i n a ble? May b e
millennials just generally don’t like
food that looks like that. Or maybe it’s
all those super hipster no-gluten-nodairy-no-identity sauce eaters. Plus,
ketchup is a religion.
Why are we in the Matrix? -TR

Photo:
Iceland
Store

Remember that time you got drunk
and copyrighted the word ‘Macedonia’ and then got super rich by suing every history textbook that mentioned Alexander the Great? No, you
don’t, because that’s absurd. Oh wait,
just kidding, it can happen, and fuck
up your whole life—or, better yet,
your whole country. And better yet
again, it did happen—right here in
Iceland.
So hello, Iceland Foods, supermarket of sadness. Welcome to your
tape.

Capitalist pigs

Here’s the deal. In 1100, the country
of Iceland was settled. Years later,
in 1970, some bullshit Brits created
the supermarket Iceland Foods and
trademarked the name Iceland in the
entirety of Europe. First question:
How drunk was the guy who allowed
someone to trademark the name of a
country?
Any way, because the supermarket is run by capitalist Viking-haters,
they’ve since used their trademark
to wreak havoc on Icelandic compa-

See the dfifference?

nies and even the Icelandic tourism
board. For instance, Icelandic fish
exporters cannot put the word Iceland on their fish packages as that is
apparently violating the trademark.
Travel companies are having worse
problems with advertising the country because, yes, apparently if you
use the word ‘Iceland’ in your marketing, people will easily be confused
and arrive in our beautiful country
looking to find groceries rather than
waterfalls.

EU? Ew!

It gets worse. Because this is happening in the EU, it is apparently going to
take years to work out the trademark
dispute. Yes, that’s right, years. And
you wonder why Brexit happened?
Just imagine if we trademarked
the term Grapevine and then sued
the bejesus out of anyone who played
Marvin Gaye at their wedding. Wait—
that’s actually quite an idea we just
leaked. We had better trademark it
fast.

CITY SHOT by Art Bicnick

Dude, I have no idea. But whatever
you’re taking, I want it. If, however,
you are not on some special red or blue
substance, let’s cut to the chase. We
are in the Matrix because it’s a pretty
decent place. I mean sure, the world
sucks in many ways, but people are
just too dimwitted to try to make their
way out of the Matrix. Don’t be like
everyone, get out!
But is she into me though? -LL
If you have to ask, then probably not.
Sorry. Are you an asshole? If yes, she
probably found someone better. Are
you genuinely nice and always agree
to everything she says? She probably
doesn’t want a sissy like you. Would
you say that you’re a pretty neat guy?
How about you just ask her. In the
words of the great twentieth century
poet George W. Bush, it’s not rocket
surgery.
Send your unsolvable (UNTIL NOW)
problems to editor@grapevine.is or
tweet us at @rvkgrapevine.

Season of flying umbrellas is open!

“Your first and last stop”

VOLCANO &
EARTHQUAKE
EXHIBITION
The Lava Centre is situated at Hvolsvöllur on the South Coast of Iceland,
surrounded by active volcanoes. It truly acts as the gateway to Iceland’s most
active volcanic area. It’s a must-see for anyone wanting to get a better understanding of the incredible forces that have shaped Iceland.
The Lava Centre just received two Red Dot Awards, which cement its position
as a world class exhibition.

MORE INFO AND TICKETS AT

Open every day

Follow us on

www.lavacentre.is

9:00 - 19:00

social media

Iceland Volcano & Earthquake Centre
Austurvegur 14, Hvolsvöllur · South Iceland
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L I F E , T R AV E L & E N T E R TA I N M E N T I N I C E L A N D

Words: Hannah Jane Cohen

Enigmatic rules
Because when a woman toes—even remotely—the line of expressive emotion, she’s
unbalanced and hysterical. In my wildest
dreams, I cannot even imagine a women behaving like Kavanaugh or Graham. It’s laughable. It’d be both career and social, suicide,
and confirm the—well established—fact
that women are over dramatic and irrational.
See, the rules of female behaviour are rigid and enigmatic. Be assertive, but calmly
and with no self-assurance. Apologise for
or brush off your success so you don’t look
cocky. Act agreeable and cheerful—but not
intrusively so. The list goes on.
And men usually can’t see the double standard. I don’t attribute this misunderstanding to malice, just socialisation. If you teach
someone from birth that one group of people
is completely unbalanced, they’ll confirm it
instinctively whenever it shows up. Therefore, I applaud Dr. Ford for the impossible
act of succeeding at femininity, albeit for a
moment.
That said, I wish she didn’t have to.
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Male emotional leeway
One universal fact of femininity is that men
are allotted a certain amount of emotional
leeway—a privilege not extended to women.
Men are allowed to be turbulent. They are
allowed to throw fits. They can act unprofessionally. And once they have done so, they are
excused because they are, as their male peers
would say, “only human.”
Over my life, I’ve seen so many men act in
ways that women would just never be allowed
to without severe judgement or punishment.
I’ve seen male professors throw fits and insult students in a way that would inevitably
put their female colleagues on probation.
I’ve seen bosses throw glasses and berate
staff, usually female, in a way that would get a
woman fired on the spot. Men can be passive
aggressive or outright rude. Women cannot.
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The overwhelming consensus was that Dr.
Christine Blasey Ford behaved admirably last
month. All over the world, people praised her
composure, decorum, and respectful assertiveness. On the other hand, Brett Kavanaugh
and Lindsey Graham acted like petulant children. The fact that they were allowed to act
as they did, and not be disciplined for it, was,
for many men, shocking.
But for women, whilst upsetting, it was
anything but.
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The Anger Of Men
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LAST WORDS

NORTHERN LIGHTS
SPECIAL OFFER
GUA

G

NORTHERN
LIGHTS &
STARGAZING
RSS.is/NLS

GOLDEN CIRCLE
& NORTHERN
LIGHTS
RSS.is/GCNL

SOUTH COAST
& NORTHERN
LIGHTS
RSS.is/SCNL

5.490ISK

11.480ISK

15.480ISK

USB CHARGING
IN EVERY SEAT

PERSONAL
HOST

IN BUS
AUDIO GUIDE

OPEN 24
HOURS A DAY

BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW - AVALABLE ASSISTANCE 24/7

WWW.RSS.IS • +354 497 5000 • INFO@RSS.IS

Glacier
Walks
Call sales office from 08:00 - 20:00
or book online.

Glacier Walk and
Northern Lights

Departures from Reykjavík

MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO @ MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

